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SUMMARY
Stochastic integral equations were first developed by mathematicians as a tool for the
explicit construction of the paths of diffusion processes for given coefficients of drift
and diffusion. Since many physical, engineering, biological as well as social
phenomena can be modelled by stochastic integral equations, the theory of stochastic
integral equations has become one of the most active fields of mathematical research.
This thesis considers stochastic integral equations with respect to semimaningales,
which in some sense forms the most general case.
This thesis consists of five chapters. In Chapter I we first develop the theory of
existence and uniqueness of solutions to stochastic integral equations with respect to
semimartingales (SIES) and delay SIES. Chapter II presents the explicit representation
of the solutions to linear SIES. Chapter ITIcontains the theory of stochastic stability
and boundedness. Chapter IV is for comparison theorems. Chapter V is devoted to
the transformation formula which transforms stochastic integrals with respect to
continuous local martingales into classical Ito's integrals with respect to Brownian
motion. This formula is then applied to study properties of stochastic integrals, SIES
and stability.
This thesis is mainly based on my nine new papers published during my Ph.D. study
period of 1st October 1987-1 st October 1989 at Warwick.
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INTRODUCTION
Stochastic integral equations were first developed by mathematicians as a tool for the
explicit construction of the paths of diffusion processes for given coefficients of drift
and diffusion. Since many physical; engineering, biological as well as social
phenomena can be modelled by stochastic integral equations, the theory of stochastic
integral equations has become one of the most active fields of mathematical research.
There are now several important monographs covering the field with varying emphases.
For example, Arnold [1], Elliott [11, Elworthy [1], Friedman [1], Karatzas and Shreve [1].
McKean [11. Rogers and Williams [1] and so on. This thesis considers stochastic
integral equations with respect to semimartingales (SIES), which in some sense forms
the most general case.
This thesis is divided into five chapters.
In Chapter Iwe first develop the theory of existence and uniqueness of solutions to
SIES. In fact, as early as in 1983we published paper II Existence and Uniqueness of
the Solutions of Stochastic Differential Equations II in Stochastics which dealt with the
following one-dimensional stochastic equation
x = <l>(X) + F(X).M
where X was a real valued stochastic process and M was a semimartingale. It was
Professor Elworthy who suggested that Istudy more general n-dimensional functional
SIES
m
X = eoo + 2, Fi(X).Mi
i-l
where X was a Rn-valued stochastic process and Mi (lSiSm) were semimartingales,
so that this thesis could be developed in more general case. The results in Sections
1.3-1.5 are successfully used to study the existence and uniqueness of the solutions to
delay SIES in Sections 1.6 and 1.7 which was presented at the 17th International
Conference on Stochastic Processes and Their Applications. 27 June - 1 July 1988.
Roma. Italy and was published in Stochastic Analysis and Applications, March 1989
( cf. Mao [5])..
Chapter IT presents the explicit representation of the solutions to linear SIES. The
v
results in Section 2.2 are classical and those in Section 2.3-2.5 are mainly based on my
paper Mao [1] .. Liouville's Formula for Stochastic Integral Equations" published in
Journal of Fuzhou University in 1983 (cf. Mathematical Review 85g: 60069).
Chapter III contains the theory of stochastic stability and boundedness. Actually. we
published three papers on the stability and boundedness of solutions to Ito's stochastic
differential equations in Journal of East China Institute of Chemical Technology in
1983 and 1986 ( cf. Li and Mao [1-3]). This chapter deals with the stability and
boundedness of solutions to more general SIES. We first in Section 3.2 establish some
new Lebesgue-Stieltjes inequalities of Gronwall-Bellman-Bihari type which will be
used to prove the following results in Sections 3.3-3.6. We then establish
systematically new results on stochastic stability and boundedness in Sections 3.3-3.6.
The results in Sections 3.2 and 3.5 were published in Quarterly Journal of Mathematics
Oxford (2), September 1989 ( cf. Mao [4)).
Chapter IV is for comparison theorems. Section 4.2 deals with the comparison
theorems between SIES and ordinary differential equations which are mainly based on
our paper" On Comparison Theorems for a Kind of Integral Equations with Respect to
Semimartingales" published in Journal of Engineering Mathematics in 1986. We next
discuss the comparison theorems between two SIES in Section 4.3 via Lyapunov-like
function that transforms a complicated SIES into a relatively simpler SIES.
Chapter V is devoted to the applications of the transformation formula which
transforms stochastic integrals with respect to semiroartingales into classical Ito's
integrals with respect to Brownian motion. It should be pointed out that the
transformation formula is nothing but the well-known technique of random time-
change. The roots of this lie in the famous paper of Dubins and Schwartz Itl, on time-
changes of martingales. and for example the technique as applied to Brownian integrals
is to be found in the celebrated monograph of McKean (1) and recent book of Karatzas
and Shreve [1]. We apply this formula to study properties of SIES. for instance. the
Markov property and stability. The results in Sections 5.2-5.3 were presented at the
17th International Conference on Stochastic Processes and Their Applications. 27 June
- 1 July 1988. Roma. Italy. The results in Section 5.4 were published in the
Proceedings ofICCON'89 IEEE International Conference on Control and Applications.
April 1989 ( cf. Mao [8]).
Finally, I would like to mention my some other research work during the two years of
my Ph.D. study at Warwick. First of all. the inequalities in Section 3.2 are only a little
vi
part of my research work on Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral inequalities. On this field I
have already completed several papers, for example, Mao [6, 111, that are going to be
published in Chinese Journal of Mathematics. Secondly, I have also completed several
papers on Random Fixed Point Theorems. Two of them, Mao [3, 101were published
in Stochastic Analysis and Applications in 1988 and 1989 respectively. Thirdly, I
continue my research on ~IES and publish several papers after finishing this thesis.
For instance, I generalized the results in Section 3.5 and these generalized results,
Mao [91, will be published in Quarterly Journal of Mathematics Oxford (2) in March
1990. I also developed the idea about the moment exponential stability discussed in
Section 3.6 and studied the almost sure exponential stability. The results will appear in
Stochastics and Stochasrics Reports ( cf. Mao [121). In addition, the method
developed in Section 5.4 was employed to investigate the exponential stability of
another sort of delay SIES ( different from that in Section 5.4 ) and the paper Mao (13)
will appear in Stochastic Analysis and Applications.
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Chapter I
Existence and Uniqueness of Solutions
1.1. INTRODUCTION
There are a lot of books on semimartingales, for example, Dellacherie and Meyer [1],
Doob [1], Elliott [1], Elworthy [1], Jacod [1], Metivier [1], Rogers and Williams [1],
Yan [1], hence we will use this knowledge without any explanation. In fact, we would
have given a brief introduction to semimartingales if we had had an enough space.
In this chapter we will give several existence and uniqueness theorems of the solutions
to SIES. Indeed, as early as in 1983 we had already published a paper in Stochastics
which dealt with the existence and uniqueness of solutions to the following stochastic
integral equation with respect to semimartingales (SIES)
X = coo + F(X).M (1.1.1)
where X was a one-dimensional stochastic process and M a semimartingale. It was
Professor K. D. Elworthy who suggested that I study the following more general SIES
m
X = <l>(X)+ 2: Fi(X)·Mi
i-l
(1.1.2)
where X was an n-dimensional stochastic process and M; (1~~m) semimartingales,
so that this thesis could be developed in more general case.
We first in section 1.2 introduce some necessary notations and basic assumptions. We
next in section 1.3 give several fundamental existence and uniqueness theorems for
Eq.(1.1.2) and then generalize these results in section 1.4. As an application we give
several existence and uniqueness theorems of solutions to Doleans-Dade's equations
in section 1.5. We also apply these results to study delay SIES in section 1.6 and delay
Doleans-Dade's equations in section 1.7 respectively. the results in section 1.6 and
1.7 were published in Stochastic Analysis and Applications, March 1989 (cf. Mao [5]).
SIES - Existence and Uniqueness of Solutions
1.2. BASIC SETTING AND ASSUMPTIONS
Throughout this thesis we let (n, Cf, {Cf t}~, P) be a complete probability sp
with {s:t}~ an increasing and right continuous family of sub-a-algebras of Cf.
Let X be the family of all n-dimensional cadlag. adapted processes. Denote b)
the set of all n-dimensional predictable processes. Let (J represent the family of
n-dimensional optional processes. In addition, let oM stand for the set of all OJ
dimensional semimartingales.
If X E X and T is a stopping time, we define XT- = X ll[ 0, T [ + X(T-) ll[ T,
and XT = X lu 0, T 11+ X(T) ln T, 00 [, where, and throughout this the.
llB represents the indicator function of a set B. If X = (Xt, ... , xn) E Rn, we b:
IxI2 = LX?
Let 1 ~ p::;;+00. Denote qJJ = {X E (J: II X II q1-' < oo}, where
II X II q1-' = II ~ IX(t) 111,tp(o)
Let M E .M and M = N + A a decomposition of M, where N is a local martingale r.
A is a process of finite variation. Define
00
jp(N, A) = II [N, N ]~2 + J IdA(s) I lI!p
0-
II M II w = inf jp(N, A)
M.N+A
where inf is over all the decompositions of M. Define xI' = {M E .M: IIM II
< 00 I.We also let l(M) = {X E ~: X is integrable with respect to M}.
Let M E .M, 1::;; p s +00, a> 0, 0::;; ~ < 1. Denote by t ~(a) the family of
maps F : X -+ ~ such that
(1) for any X E X and stopping time T. P(X) 1))0,TU = F(XT-) 1U0,T D'
(2) for any X, Y E X, II P(X) - F(y) II qj' s a II X - Y II q1-' •
(3) F(O) E l(M).
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We also denote by eP(~) the family of all maps cl>: X -+ X such that
(i) for any X e X and stopping time T, cl>(X) llrr 0, T n = <1>(X -) llrr 0, T rr '
(li) for any X, Y e X, II <1>(X) - <1>(Y) II qf S ~ II X - Y II qf .
Yan [ 11proved the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2.1 (Yan [ 1 1, Theorem 13.13). Let Mi (1~iSm) e . with Mi(O) =
0, Fi e l ~i(a), <1>E CP(~), where 1 S P < 00, a > 0, 0 S ~ <
exists a unique solution in X to Eq.(1.1.2).
Then there
Remark 1.2.2. In fact, Yan [ 1 ] only proved the existence and uni .eness theorem
for the one-dimensional Eq.(1.1.1). However, as his remark, : s result can be
extended to the above result without any difficulty.
In order to generalize this result we still need to introduce some new r .ations. Let k
be an integer and Xed. Define
X[k) = X ~ 0, k ]( IX I) + k (X / IX I ) 1( k, co )( I X I )
Let b be a positive constant and M e~. If there exist stopping t nes { Tj}O~j~k
with 0 = To S Tl S ... S Tk such that M = MTk- and
II (M - MTj-l )Tj-n xoo S b, j = 1, ..., k
we say that M belongs to J>(b) and {Tj}~j~ partition M into sectic -s with lengths
less than b.
Let 1 S P < 00, ME Jr(" {ak}be a sequence of positive real number, Denote by
L~( {ak})the set of all map F : X -+ S' such that
(1) for any X E X and stopping time T,
F(X) 1]]0, Tn = F(XT -) 1]]0, T n
'(2) for any X, Ye X and k = 1,2, ...,
II F(Xtk) - F(Ytkl) II qf S ak II X - Y II qP
(3) F(O) e l(M).
(1.2.1)
(1.2.2)
Let 1 S P < 00 and {~} be a sequence of real numbers with 0 S ~ <' t , Denote by
3
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CP({Pk}) the family of all maps <l>: X -+ X such that
(i) for any X E X and stopping time T,
<I>(X) lIT 0, T IT = <l>(XT-) l[ 0, T IT
(ii) for any X, Y E X and k = 1, 2, ...,
II<l>(x£kl) - ¢>(Y[k) II qj' S 1\ IIX - Y II qj'
(1.2.3)
(1.2.4)
If X E o, define stopping time
Tk(X) = inf (t ~0: IX(t) I~k}
for k = 1,2, ..., where, and throughout this thesis, we use inf ¢ = 00.
(1.2.5)
We now can state our fundamental theorem.
1.3 EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS
Theorem 1.3.1. Let Mi (1~~) E .u with Mi(O) = 0, Fi E L~.({ak})' <l>E
1
CP({~k})' where 1 S P < 00, {ak}and {~k}are sequences of real numbers with ak> 0
and 0 S~ < 1. Then there exist a stopping time p and X E (i such that
(1) klimTk(X) = P a.s. ( which will be called the explosion time );
-+co
(2) for any stopping time a with a < p a.s., we have Xa- E X and
m
Xa- = (¢>(Xa-) + L Fi(Xa-).Mi )a-
i-1
(1.3.1)
Furthermore, if there exist YE Cl and a stopping time 't such that y't- E X and
m
y't- = (<l>(y't-) +k Fi(Y't-).Mi )'t-
1-1
(1.3.2)
we have
(3) 't S P a.s. and
't- t-(4) Y = X a.s.
In order to prove this theorem we need to prove a lemma first.
4
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Lemma 1.3.2. Let Mi (1~~) E oM, with Mj(O) = 0, Fi' GjE I ~i(a), <1>,'P E
CP(~), where 1s P < 00, a > 0, 0 s 13< 1. Let X and Y denote the unique solutions
in X to the equations
m
X = <l>(X) + L Fi(X).Mi
i..l
and
m
Y = 'P(Y) + l:Gj(Y).Mi
i-l
respectively. Let Q be a open set in Rn and defme
TQ(Z) = inf{t~O: Z(t) fI- Q}
for Z = X, Y. Clearly. TQ(Z) is a stopping time. If
<1>(Z)TQ(Z)- = 'P (Z)TQ(Z)-
Fi(Z) In 0. TQ(Z)n = Gj(Z) In 0. TQ(Z)r- 1 s is m
for Z = X, Y, then
TQ(X) = TQ(Y) a.s. and XTQ(X)- = yTQ{Y}- a.s. (1.3.3)
Proof. It follows from assumptions that
m
X'rQ(X)- ~(X TQ(X)- ~ TQ(X)-= '*') + L Fi(X) Ino T (X)n· M.
i-1 • Q 1
and
Therefore, by Theorem 1.2.1, we obtain
5
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XTQ(X)- = YTQ(X)-
Hence, TQ(Y) ~ TQ(X) a.s.. Similarly, we can also prove TQ(Y) s TQ(X) a.s.
and then we get desired result (1.3.3) immediately which completes the proof.
We now begin to prove Theorem 1.3.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.3.1. For every i = 1, ..., m and k = 1, 2, ..., define
<l1c(X) = <1>(X[k]), Fik(X) = Fi( X[k] ), X E X
We can show <l1cE cP(~) and Fik E .l~.(ak) easily. Hence, by Theorem 1.2.1,
1
there is a unique solution, say Xj, in X to the following equation
m
X = <1>k(X)+ L Fik(X).Mi
i-l
(1.3.4)
We now claim
Tk(Xk) = Tj(Xj)
XTk(X0 _ XTj(Xj)k - j
a.s., 1 S k s j < 00 (1.3.5)
a.s., 1 S k S j < 00 (1.3.6)
In fact, for every X E X, we have
<l>k(X)Tk(X)- = <1>(Xtkl)Tk(X)- = <l>«X[k~Tk(X)-) Tk(X)-
= <l>(XTk(X)-)Tk(X)- == <l>j(X)Tk(X)- (1.3.7)
and
Fik(X) In 0, Tk(X) n = F«XOcl)Tk(X)-) 1)) 0,Tk(X) n
= F(XTk(X)-) In 0, Tk(X) n = Fij(X) 1]]0, Tk(X)n (1.3.8)
Using Lemma 1.3.2, we deduce (1.3.5) and (1.3.6) immediately which imply that
Tk(Xk) = Tk(Xk+t) S Tk+t(Xk+t), i.e., Tk(Xk) r as k 'to Define
00
X = x, Ino, T1(Xl) n + ~ x, In Tk-1(Xk-l)' Tk(Xk) n
6
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It is obvious that p is a stopping time. X E (jand
(1.3.9)
, for all k = 1.2. .... Hence we have p = lim Tk(X) a.s. which is desired result (1).
k-+DO
Let o is a stopping time with o < p a.s. Clearly. Xcr- E X. We aIso have
XTk(X)/\cr- = <l1c(Xk)TkCX0/\cr-+ f Fik(Xk).Mik(X0/\cr-
i-t
= <l1c«Xk)TkCX0/\cr-)TkCX0/\cr-+ f Fik«Xk)Tk(X0/\cr-).MikCX0/\cr-
i...l
= <l1c(XTk(X)/\cr-)Tk(X)l\cr-+ t Fik(XTk(X)/\a-).Mik(X0/\cr-
i..l
= <l>(XTk(X)/\cr-)Tk(X)/\cr-+ f Fi(XTk(X)/\cr-).MikCXk)/\cr-
i-l
m
= (<l>(Xcr-) + L Fi(Xcr-).Mi )Tk(X)!\cr-
ia1
(1.3.10)
which deduces required result (1.3.1) immediately. We now assume Y E tJ and 't is
a stopping time such that y't- E X and Eq.(1.3.2) holds. In the same way as the
proof of Lemma 1.3.2 we can prove
Tk(Y)I\'t S Tk(Xk)I\'t and yTk(Y)!\'t- = X~k(Y)!\'t- a.s. (1.3.11)
We now show 't S P a.s. If it not true. then for almost all eoE { ro : 't > p} we have
from (1.3.11), (1.3.9) and conclusion (1) that
Tk(Y)I\'t(ro) S ,~~Tk(X)I\'t(ro) = pl\'t(Cl» = p(Cl»)
i.e.• Tk(Y)(Cl»)S p(ro) < 00 for all k = 1,2,.... Hence, we get
lim Y(Tk(Y)(ro). to) = lim k = 00
k-see k-+oo
which is a contradiction since y't- E X. Finally, we can similarly prove
7
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which, together with (1.3.9) and (1.3.11), implies desired assertion (4) and we
complete the proof.
Comparing Theorem 1.3.1 with 1.2.1, we can find that the explosion time p = 00 a.s. if
<I> and Fi are all Lipschitz continuous. In the sequel we will give another condition,
i.e., the linear growth condition, to ensure p = 00 as.
Let 1 ~ P < 00, Kt > 0 and {ak1be a sequence of positive real numbers. Denote by
lP( {a~},Kt) the set of all maps F : X -+ l' such that
(1) for any X E X and stopping time T,
F(X)lno,Tll = F(XT-)lno,Tll (1.3.12)
(2) for any X, Y E X and k = 1, 2, ...,
II (F(X[k]) - F(y[kl) ) II qJ' s ak II X - Y II qJ' (1.3.13)
(3) for any X E X,
II F(X) II qj' s Kt ( 1 + IIX II qj' ) (1.3.14)
Let 1 s p < 00, K2 ~ 0, 0 ~ a. < 1, {~kl be a sequence of real numbers with
o s i3Ic < 1. Denote by cP({~l, ex,K2) the family of allmaps <I> : X -+ X such that
(i) for any X E X and stopping time T,
<I>(X) 1u 0, T I[ = <I>(XT -) 11[0, T I[
(ii) for any X, Y E X and k = 1, 2, ...,
(1.3.15)
II <l>(X[k) - <l>(y[k]) II ~ s ~ IIX - Y II qJ'
(iii) for any X EX,
II <I>(X) II qj' s K2 + a. IIX II qj'
(1.3.16)
(1.3.17)
Theorem 1.3.3. Let Mi (l~i~m) E Jr(, with Mi(O) = 0, Fi E lP({ak1, Kt),
<I> E cP({~kl, c, K2), where 1 sP < 00, Kt > 0, K2 ~ 0, 0 s a. < 1, {ak1and {~kl
are sequences of real numbers with ak> 0 and 0 ~ ~ < 1. Then there exists a unique
solution in Xto Eq.(1.1.2).
In order to prove this theorem we need some lemmas. We first state some lemmas due
to Emery [ 1 l.
Lemma 1.3.4 (Emery [ 1 ). Let M E Jr(,. Then
1) For any stopping time T we have
8
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IIMT II xoo s IIM II xoo ' IIMT - II xoo s 2 IIM II ,xoo
2) For arbitrary b > 0, there exists a sequence of stopping times { Tk } with
TO= 0 and Tk too such that Tk > Tk-l on {O): Tk-l < oo} and
IIMTk- - MTk-l II xoo s b
Lemma 1.3.5 ( Emery [ 11 ). (1) If ME Jl(b) ( b > 0), then MT- E Jl(2b) for
any stopping time T.
(2) Let M E.x. Then for arbitrary b > 0, there exist stopping times Tk too
a.s. such that MTk- E ~(b) for all k = 1,2, ....
Lemma 1.3.6 ( Emery [ 1 1 ). (1) Let 1 ~ p < 00. Then there exists a constant
Cp> 1 such that for all ME»' we have
IIMllqf s c, 11M II 3CP
(2) Let 1 sP s 00, 1 s q s 00 and 1 s r s 00 with.!.. + .!..p q
and X E 3'nqJJ, then X is integrable with respect to M and
1 IfM E xP= -.r
We now prove some new lemmas.
Lemma 1.3.7. Let Mi (1~i~) E J1, with Mi(O) = 0, Fj E 1, ~i(a), <I>E &(~),
where 1 ~ p < 00, a > 0, 0 ~ 13 < 1. Let X denote the unique solution in X to the
equation
m
X = <I>(X)+ ~ Fi(X).Mi
1-1
Let O's n c t, Kl>O, K2>O, O<b«l-a)/(mCpKt). If
(1) for all X E X,
IIF(X) IIqf s Kt( 1 + Ilx II qf) (1.3.18)
II<I>(X)II q;> s K2 + a IIX II q;' (1.3.19)
(2) M E xm and there exists a sequence of stopping times {Tk }~ with TO=°and Tk t 00 such that Tk > Tk-l on {co: Tk-l < oo} and
9
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IIM:k- - M:k-111~..oo S b forall 1 SiSmandk= 1,2, ...
lion.
Then xTk- E q:J> and
e 1 ok - 1
IIXTk- II cf S 1 _ Cl _ m C
p
b Kt . 0 - 1
m
)( ( K2 + m Cp b Kt + 2 Cp Kt ~ IIMdl 3f4 )
1:0:1
(1.3.20)
where
1 m
s = 1 _ a _ C b K 2 c;,Kt ~ IIMdl xoo
m p t 1"'1
and ( 'Ok - 1 )/ ( 0 - 1 ) will be defined to be k if 0 = 1.
Proof. For 0 < 1S k, we have
m m
= <l>(XT1-)Tl-+L Fi(XTl-).( Mi - M:l-l )Tl- _ ~ Fi(XTI-1-).( M:I-1 ?l-
'1 1,t..J. 1~ ~1
Since, by Lemma 1.3.4 and 1.3.6 and assumption (1.3.18), we have inequalities
IIFi(xT1-).( Mi - M[I-1 )Tl-II qf
S c;, II Fi(XT1-).( Mi - M;l-l )Tl-II xp
S c;, II Fi(XTI-) II cf II (Mi - M;I-1 )Tl-II xoo
S c;, b Kt (1 + II xTI-11 rpP )
and
IIFi(XTI-1-).( M{1-1 )TI-II qI
S c;, IIFi(XT1-t-).( M;l-t )Tl-II XI'
10
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S; <;, IIFi(XT1-1-) II q;' IIM;l-l )TI-II XX'
s 2CpKtIlMdXX'(1 + IlxT1-t-IIqj»
we get
,
IIxTl-1I qj> s K2 + Cl II xTl-1I q;' + m Cp b Kt (1 + II xTl-1I q;' )
m
+ 2CpKl (1 ~ IIxTl-1-1Iqj» ~ IIMi II XX'
By induction, we can easily prove IIxTl-1l qj> < 00. Thus
1 m
IIXT1-1I,,,p S; C b K ( K2 + m Cp b Kt + 2 Cp b Kt L IIMdl xoo)r 1 - Cl - m p 1 i-1
+ 0 IIxT1-t-1I qP
Therefore, by induction again, we deduce desired result (1.3.20) and complete the
proof.
Lemma 1.3.8. Let Mi (1S;iS;m)E XOOwith Mi(O) = O. Then for arbitrary b > 0,
there exist a number of stopping times {Tk 10Slc!;;1with 0 = TO~ Tt ~ ... ~ Tl = 00 a.s.
such that Tk> Tk-t on {Tk-t < oo} and
(1.3.21)
Proof. Since Mi E XOO,there exists a decomposition Mi = Ni +Ai of Mi with Ni
a local martingale and Ai a process of finite variation such that joo(Ni' Ai) < 00.
Defme stopping times
TO = 0
Tk = inf (t> Tk-t : either] Ni, Ni It - [Ni, Ni J.rk-1 > b2/4
or J IdAi(S) I > b/2 for some i= 1,2,...,m}, k ~ 1
TIl-!
It is clear that Tk > Tk-1 on {Tk-t < 00 } for all k ~ 1. We then claim that for
sufficiently large k, we have Tk = 00 a.s. Otherwise, we have
P( Tk < 00 ) > 0 for all k I: 1, 2, ...
In this case, let Cl) E (T k < 00 ) and we then have
11
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m
1:( [Ni, Ni ]~2 + S I dAi(s) I ) (co)
1-1 0-
00
~ ( k b2/ 4 )1/2 = ~.Jk
which deduce
m
00 > 1:joo(Nit Ai)
1-1
m
= f.,1 II [Ni, Ni ]!,'2 + J I dAi(s) I II '/,00 ~ %,fk00
for all k = 1, 2, .... This is a contradiction.
We now let 1be large enough so that Tt = 00 a.s. For all l ~ i~m and 1 ~ k ~ 1,
we then have
M:k- - M!k-1 = (N~- - N~-1) + (A ~k- - A"-1) '= Nik + Aik
1 1 1 1 1 1 •
However
and
00 Tit-
S IdAi(S) I S b/2
TIt-t
I IdAik(S)I -
0-
Therefore
IIM;k- - Mik-1 113(10 S joo(Nik'Aik) S b
The proof has been completed.
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We now can prove Theorem 1.3.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3.3. We use the same notations as the proof of Theorem 1.3.1.
By Theorem 1.3.1, for the existence we only need to prove p = 00. • Set 0 < b <
(1 - a)/(m c;,K1). We first show that there are stopping times Uk too a.s. such that
M~k- E XOOfor all 1 ~ i~m and k ~ 1, and, in particular, we can take stopping
times 0 = UkQ s Uk1 s ...sUkk ~ Uk a.s. such that IIM~kr - M~k(j-1) II XOO ~ b
and Ukj > UkG-1) on {UkG-1) < 00 I. Indeed, by Lemma 1.3.5, there exist stopping
Vk-times Vk t 00 a.s. such that Mi E x= for all 1 s i s m and k ~ 1. By
Lemma 1.3.~, there exist a unmber of stopping times 0 = V11 ~ V 12 ~ ... ~ V lk1 ~ V 1
II V1'- V1U 1) IIa.s. such that Mi J - Mi - ~ S b and V Ij > V 10-1) on {V 10-1) < 00 I.
By induction, suppose we have determined ku' By Lemma 1.3.8 again, there exist a
unmber of stopping times 0 = Vk 1 s Vk 2 s ...s Vk k ~ Vk a.s. such thatu u. u u+1 u
II Vk'- Vk (j 1) IIMj uJ - Mi u - Xoo S band Vkuj > VkuU-1) on {VkuG-1) < 00 I.
Particularly, we can choose kU+l > ku' We now define
{
0,
Uk =
Vku'
if 1s k c kl
if kU+l S k < ku+2
for k = 1,2, ... , which satisfy our requirments above. Therefore, using Lemma
1.3.7, we have
(1.3.22)
for all k, j = 1, 2, ...., where
13
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(8kl- 1and 8 will be defmed to be k if ~ = 1. We claim that
k-1
Iim TJ·(XJ·)~ Uk a.s. for all k = 1, 2, ...J-+OO
(1.3.23)
If it is not true, set Ok = {Cl): ~ TjCXj) < Uk} and then peak) > 0 for some k.
Hence for almost all Cl) E Ok, we have Tj(Xj) < Uk, i.e., ~ IXyk- (t) I~j. Thus
IIXfk- II ({P ~ j peak) for all j = 1, 2, ...
which is in contradiction with (1.3.22). Therefore, using(1.3.23) and (1.3.9) we get p
= 00 a.s. and complete the proof of existence.
We now begin to prove the uniqueness. Let X and Y be two solutions of
Eq.(1.3.1) in X. Set Qc = Tk(X) /\ Tk(Y) for k = 1,2, ... and we have <a l' 00 a.s.
clearly. We also have
and
m
A- = cl\(yQk-)Ok- + ~ Fik(yOk-).M~-
1-1
It is easy to check that <I>k(.)Qk- E eP(~k) and Fik(') E % ~_ (ak)' Hence an
1
application of Theorem 1.2.1 implies
~- .. y~- for all k .. 1,2, •..
which means X ...Y. The proof of uniqueness is also complete.
14
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From the proof we have the following estimate of the solutions immediately.
Corollary 1.3.9. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.3.3, for arbitrary 0 < b <
(1 - Cl. )/ (m Cp Kt), there exists a sequence of stopping times {Uk } ~ith Uk l' 00 a.s.
such that M~k- E XOO for all 1 S; i S; m and k ~ 1 and the unique solution X of
1
Eq.( 1.1.2) in X satisfies the estimate
m U
. ( K2 + m Cp b Kt + 2 Cp Kt ~ IIMi k- II ~ )
for all k = 1, 2, ...., where
(1.3.24)
('Ok)k - 1
and '0 1 will be defined to be k if ~ = 1.
k-
Proof. We have
II (XUk- )TjC;{)-11 qJl S; II (XTjCX)- )Uk-II qJl
S; II ( (Xj)TjOC)- )uk-II qJl S; IIXyk- II qil
which, together with (1.3.22) and Fatou's convergence Lemma, yields required
(1.3.24). The proof is complete.
1.4. GENERALIZATIONS
In this section we first generalize Theorem 1.3.1 and 1.3.3 and then we give several
existence and uniqueness theorems of semimartingale solutions to Eq.(1.1.2).
15
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Let 1 s P < 00. M E .M. {ak} be a sequence of positive real numbers and {Sk}
nondecreasing sequence of stopping times.
maps F : X -+ ~ such that
(1) for any X E X and stopping time T,
F(X) 11n0,Tn = F(XT-) 11110,T n
(2) for any X, YE X and k = 1.2, ....
II ( F(XO<l)- F(yO<l)) 11n0, Sk 11II qJ' S ak II X - Y II qJ'
(3) F(O)11n0,Sk 11E l(M) for all k = 1. 2.....
(1.4.1)
(1.4.2)
Let 1 S; p < 00, {~k} be a sequence of real numbers with 0 S; ~ < 1 and {Sk}
nondecreasing sequence of stopping times. Denote by 0'({~k}' {Sk})the family (
all maps <l>: X -+ X such that
(i) for any X E X and stopping time T.·
<l>(X)l1rrO,T[= <l>(XT-)l1rro,T[ (1.4.3)
(ii) for any X. YE X and k = 1.2, ....
(1.4.4)
The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 1.3.1 and can be proved in tt
same way as Theorem 1.3.1.
Theorem 1.4.1.
<l>E cP({~}. {Sk}). where 1 S; P < 00, {ak}and {~k}are sequences of real number
with ak > 0 and 0 ~ 1\ < 1 and {Sk} a sequence of nondecreasing stopping times
Then there exist a stopping time p and X E (J such that
(2) for any stopping time 0 with 0 < P a.s., we have Xo- E X and
m
Xo- = (<l>(XO-) + l Fi(XO-).Mi )<1-
1-1
(1.4.5)
Furthermore, if there exist YE (J and a stopping time 't such that X't- E X and
16
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m
y't- = (<l>(Y't-) + ~ Fi(y't-).Mi )'t-
1-1
(1.4.6)
we have
. p'- p'-(3) p':= klim SkA 't s P a.s. and Y = X ;
~oo
Let 1 ~ P < 00. {ak} and {K1k} be two sequences of positive real numbers, {Sk} be
a sequence of stopping times such that Sk l' 00 a.s. Denote by LP( {ak}.{Klk}. {Sk})
the family of all maps F : X -+ l' such that
(1) for any X E X and stopping time T.
F(X) In 0, T D = F(XT -) In 0, rn (1.4.7)
(2) for any X. Y E X and k = 1,2 .....
II ( F(X[k]) - F(y[k]) ) In o,Sk n II qP s ak II X - Y II qP (1.4.8)
(3) for any X E X and k = 1.2 .... ,
II F(X) In 0, SkD II qJ> s K1k( 1 + II X II qP) (1.4.9)
Let 1 ~ p < 00. Let {~k}. {CXk},{K2k}be three sequences of nonnegative real numbers
with 0 s~ < 1 and 0 ~ ak < 1. Let { Sk } be a sequence of stopping times such that
Sk l' 00 a.s. Denote by CP({~k}. {ak}. {K2k}.{Sk})the family of all maps <l>: X -+ X
such that
(i) for any X E X and stopping time T,
eoo 1n o,T Il = <l>(XT-) 1n0, T n (1.4.1 0)
(ii) for any X. YE X and k = 1,2 •... ,
II ( <l>(X[k])- <l>(y[k) )Sk- II qP s ~ IIX - y II qP
(iii) for any X E X and k = 1,2, ...,
II ( <l>(X) )Sk- II qP s K2k + (lk II X II qJ'
(1.4.11)
(1.4.12)
The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 1.3.3.
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{Sk})' cl>e CP({l\}, {Uk}' {K2k},{Sk1), where 1 sP < 00, {ak} and {K1k} are
two sequences of positive real numbers. {13k}, {Uk},{K2k} are three sequences of
nonnegative real numbers with 0 s~ < 1 and 0 s uk < 1, and { Sk} is a sequence of
stopping times such that Sk t 00 a.s.. Then there exists a unique solution in X to
Eq.( 1.1.2).
Proof. It is easy to check that ct>(.)Sk-e CP({~l}'uk' K2k) and Fi(·) In'o. SkDe
.cP({al}, K11d. Hence, by Theorem 1.3.3, there is a unique solution Xk in X to the
equation
(1.4.13)
We can easily verify
(Xk+l)SIC = (Xk)SIC, k = 1,2, ..•
Therefore, there exists a unique X in X such that
XSk- = (Xk)Sk-, k = 1,2, ...
Consequently.
m
XSk- = ct>(XSk-)Sk-+ l Fi(XSk-) lLn0, Skn· M~k-
1-1
m
= ct>(X)Sk-+ ~ Fi(X) tn 0, Skn.M~k-
1-1
m
= cl>(X)Sk-+ ~ Fi(X) •M~k-
1-1
m
= (cl>(X) + l: Fi(X) • Mi )Sk-
1-1
which means X is a solution of Eq.(1.1.2) ... Uniqueness is obvious. We are done.
In order to give the existence and uniqueness theorems of semimartingale solutions to
Eq.(1.1.2), we denote by ~ the set of of n-dimensional semimartingales.
Let 1~ p < 00, M e .M, {ak} be a sequence of positive real numbers and {Sk} a
nondecreasing sequence of stopping times. Denote by .M, ~({ak}' {Sk})the set of al~
18
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maps F : ~ -+ l'such that
(1) .for any X E ~ and stopping time T,
F(X) Ino, Tn ::I F(XT-) Ino, TU
(2) for any X, Y E ~ and k = 1, 2, ...,
II ( F(XTkW-) - F(yTkW-) ) In 0,Sk n II qIJ s ak IIX - Y II 3!
(3) F(O) In 0, SkU E 1(M) for all k = 1, 2, ....
(1.4.14)
(1.4.15)
Let 1 ~ p < 00, {13k} be a sequence of real numbers with 0 s ~k < 1and {Sk} a
nondecreasing sequence of stopping times. Denote by HP({~}, {Sk}) the family of
all maps ~ : Mn -+ ~ such that
(i) for any X E Mo and stopping time T,
<l>(X)lrro, T[ ::I ~(XT-) 1[0, Tn (1.4.16)
(ii) for any X, Y E ~ and k = 1, 2, ...,
. II ( ~q{Tk(X)-) - ~(YTkOC)-) )Sk-II qIJ ~ I3tc IIX· - y II xP (1.4.17)
In the samw way as the proof of Theorem 1.4.1 we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.4.3. Let Mi (1Si~m) E .M, with Mi(O) = 0, Fi E .M, ~i({ak}' {Sk}).
e E HP({~}, {Sk1).where 1 sp < 00, {ak}and {l3k} are sequences of real numbers
with ak > 0 and 0 ~ I3tc < 1 and {Sk} a sequence of nondecreasing stopping times.
Then there exist a stopping time p and X E (j such that
(2) for any stopping time 0 with 0 < p a.s., we have Xo- E Mn and
m
XO- = (<l>(X0-) + L Fi(XO-).Mi )0-
i-1
(1.4.18)
Furthermore, if there exist Y E (j and a stopping time 't such that X't- E Mn and
m
y't- = (<l>(Y't-) + l Fi(y't-).Mi )'t-
1-1
(1.4.19)
we have
(3) p':= klimSkl\ 't s P a.s. and yP' - ::I XP' -;
,-+00
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(4) 't S P a.s. on {Cl): ~ Tk(X) S ~ Sk}'
We now let 1 S P < 00, {ak}and {K1k}be two sequences of positive real numbers,
{Sk} be a sequence of stopping times such that Sk t 00 a.s. Denote by
MP( {ak},{K1k},{Sk}) the family of all maps F: Mo -+ l'such that
(1) for any X E Mo and stopping time T,
F(X) 1n0, T D = F(XT-) tn 0, T D (1.4.20)
(2) for any X. YE Mn and k = 1,2, ...,
It (F(XTk(X)-) - F(yTk(X)-» In 0, SkD II qJ' S ak IIX - Y n xP (1.4.21)
(3) for any X E ~,
nF(X) In 0, Sk n II qJ' S K1k( 1 + IIX II xI' ) (1.4.22)
Let 1 S P < 00. Let {~}, {exk}'{K2k}be three sequences of nonnegative real numbers
with 0 S 1\< 1and 0 S cxk< 1. Let { Sk } be a sequence of stopping times such that
St t 00 a.s. Denote by NP( {~k}' {exk}, {K2k}' {Sk}) the family of all maps
<l> : Mn'" Mn such that
(i) for any X E ~ and stopping time T,
<l>(X) til 0, T 11= <l>(XT-) 1n0, T II (1.4.23)
(ii) for any X.Y E ~ and k = 1,2, ...,
II ( <l>(XTk(X)-) - <l>(yTk(X)-) ) 1n0,SkD II qJ' S 1\ IIX - y It xP (1.4.24)
(iii) for any X E Mn,
(1.4.25)
We now have another theorem which can be proved in the same way as Theorem 1.4.2.
Theorem 1.4.4. Let Mi (1~Sm) E Jr(, with Mi(O) = 0, Fi E MP( {ak}' {K1k}'
{Sk1), <l> E NP({~kl, {exk},{K2k1,{Sk})' where 1 S P < 00, {ak} and {K1k} are
two sequences of positive real numbers, {~k}' {ak}, {K2k} are three sequences of
nonnegative real numbers with 0 S 1\< 1and 0 S ext< 1, and { Sk } is a sequence of
stopping times such that Sk t 00 a.s.. Then there exists a unique solution in Mn to
Eq.(1.1.2.).
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1.5. APPLICATIONS TO DOLEANS-DADE'S EQUATIONS
In this section we will use these theorems obtained in Section 1.3 and 1.4 to study the
existence and uniqueness of solutions to Doleans-Dade's equation
m t
.X(t) = H(t) + L J fi(·, s, X(s-» dMi(s)
i.l 0
(1.5.1)
Let us begin with the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 1.5.1. Let Mi (l~i~) e .M and HeX. Let fi ( l~i~m ) : n)(a,)(
R" ....R", {ak} be a sequence of positive real numbers and {Sk} a sequence of
nondecreasing stopping times which satisfy the following conditions:
(1) for every k = 1,2, ..., 1 ~ i~m, t ~ 0 and x, yE Rn with IxlVlyl S; k,
I (fi(ro, t, x) - fiero, t, y) ) l[ 0, Skn(t) I S; ak Ix ~ y I a.s.
(2) for any x e Rn, fi("" x) is a cadlag. adapted process.
Then there exist a stopping time p and X E (J such that
(1) klimTk(X)I\Sk = P a.s.;
,-+00
(2) for any stopping time 0with 0< p a.s., we have Xcr- e X and
m CI
X(cr) = R(o) +L J fi(" s,X(s-» dMi(S)
i-I 0
Furthermore, if there exist YE tJ and a stopping time 't such that X't- E X and
(1.5.2)
m t
yet) = H(t) +L J fi(" s, Y(s-» dMi(S), 0 s t s 't
i-I 0
(1.5.3)
we have
(4) 't s P a.s. on {Cl): klimTk(X) s lim Sk}'
,-+(1) k,-+oo
Proof. Without loss of any generality, we assume Mi(O) = 0 for all 1 ~ i~m.
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Define Fi : X -+ X as follows:
FiO{)(t) = fi(" 1,X(t-»
then Eq.(1.5.1) can be expressed as
m
X = H + ~ Fi(X).Mi
1-1
(1.5.4)
It is easy to check that Fi e L~.({ak}' {Sk}) for 1 ~ i ~k. An application of
1
Theorem i.4.1 implies the desired conclusions and the proof is complete.
Theorem i.s.2. Let Mi (1~~) e .M and HeX. Let fi ( 1~~) : n)( ~)(
R" -+ Rn be random functions, {ak} and {Kk} be two sequences of positive real
numbers, and {Sk1be a sequence of stopping times with Sk t 00 a.s. which satisfy the
following conditions:
(1) for every k = 1,2, ..., 1 ~ i~m, t ~ 0 and x, ye Rn with IxlVlyl~ k,
I ( fiero,t, x) - fiero,t, y) ) Iff 0, Sit[et) I s ak Ix .: y I a.s. "
(2) for every k = 1,2, •.., 1 ~ i ~ m, t ~ 0 and x eRn,
Ifiero, t, x) 1[0, Sit[(t) I s Kt (1 + Ix I) a.s.
(3) for any x ERn, 1 ~ i~m, fi(-,', x) is a cadlag. adapted process.
Then there exists a unique solution in X to Eq.(1.S.1).
Proof. Define Fi as in the proof of Theorem 1.5.1 and stopping times
'tk = inf {t ~0: IH(t) I ~ k 1, k = 1,2, ...
Set Uk = Skl\'tk and it is clear that Uk l' 00 a.s. We can easily check the assumptions
( replace Sk by Uk ) in Theorem 1.4.2 are all satisfied. Hence, there exists a unique
solution in X to Eq.(1.S.4), i.e., Eq.(1.S.1) which completes the proof.
As an application of this theorem, we can get the following very useful corollaries.
Corollary 1.5.3. Let Mi (l~i~) E .M and HEX. Let fi ( l~~m) : n)( R+)(
Rn -+ Rn be random functions, A: n)(R, -+ R, be right continuous adapted
processes which satisfy the following conditions:
(1) for every 1 s i sm, t ~ 0 and x, yE Rn,
I(fi(Cll,1, x) - fi(ro, t, y) ) I ~ A(ro, t) Ix - y I a.s.
(2) for any x eRn, 1 ~ i~rn, fk,'t x) is a cadlag. adapted process.
Then there exists a unique solution in X to Eq.(1.5.1).
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Proof. Define. for k = 1. 2. ...• the stopping times
ok = inf] t ~ 0: A(ro. t) ~ k }
ak = inf] t ~ 0: fi(ro. t, 0) ~ k for some i= 1•...• m}
and set Sk = 0kAak' Clearly. Sk t 00 a.s. and fi (1~~) satisfy all of the
conditions in Theorem 1.5.2. In fact, we only need to check condition (2) in Theorem
1.5.2 as follows: for every k = 1.2•...• 1~i~m, t ~ 0 and x ERn.
Ifi(ro. t, x) In 0, Sk net)I
s I ( fi(ro. t. x) - I fi(ro. t, 0) ) tu 0, Sk aCt)I + I fi(ro. t. 0) 1rr 0, Sk aCt)I
~ k Ix I + k = k (1 + Ix I) a.s.
Hence. by Theorem 1.5.2, we get desired conclusion immediately.
Corollary 1.5.4. Under the assumptions of Corollary 1.5.3 with A(ro, t) replaced
bya(ro), where at-) : n -+ R, is a random variable (i.e .• ~ -measurable ), then
conclusion of Corollary 1.5.3 still holds.
Proof. It is obvious that there exists n· e ~ with p(n·) = 1such that
I( fi(ro. t. x) - fiero, t. y) ) I s aero)Ix - y I .
for all coe n·. t ~ O. x, y e Rn and 1 ~ i~m. Define
{
O.
W(ro, t) = sup Ifi(ro. s, x) - f.(ro, s, y) I
osssi, t~ 1.
x,yeRn• x.,ty Ix - y I
which is an adapted process with
W(ro. t) s W(ro. s) s aero) for all 0 s t s s < 00. co E n
Define
A(ro. t) = limW(ro, s)
5.1.t
for (ro,o e n )(R,
Then A is a right continuous adapted process and we have
I( fiero,~ x) - fi(ro. t. y) ) I S; A(ro, t) Ix - y I a.s.
for all t ~ O. x, y e Rn and 1 ~ i~m. Hence. the assumptions of Corollary 1.5.3
hold and we get the conclusion.
Using Corollary 1.5.4. in the almost same way as the proof of Theorem 1.3.3 and
1.4.2. we can prove the following more general theorem.
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Theorem 1.5.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.5.2 with {ak} replaced by
{ak(ro)}, the sequences of positive random variables, the assertion of Theorem 1.5.2
still holds.
1.6. APPLICATIONS TO DELAY SIES
Mohammed [1] studied systematically delay stochastic differential equations with
respect to Brownian motion. In this section we will use the results in Sections 1.3 and
1.4 to discuss the existence and uniqueness theorems for a more general delay SIES
m
X = 'l'(X, Xd) + L Gi(X, Xd).Mi
i..l
(1.6.1)
where Xd = (Xd(t) ) is said to be the delay process of X defined as follows:
Xd(t) = xc-ero 114-0(t) + A(t-d(t») 10(t)
in which d(t) :R, ...R, is a continuous function, D = {t : t - d(t) < 0, t ~ 0 } and
A: n x I5 ... R", I5 = (t-d(t) : tED}. We here allow the time lag,d(t) depends on t.
Our method is different from Mohammed [1]. Throughout the remainder of this
Chapter we assume
(H1) A(.) is a continuous process on IS which is g:O-measurable,
(H2) t-d(t) is nondecreasing on tED.
Let $(B) stand for the set of all Borel subset of B(eR). We denote by W the set of
all n-dimensional progressive processes. We also define Q = {X E 1"1: X is a
left limit process, i.e., there exists the finite limit lim X (tk) a.s. for any increasing
k-+CXI
sequence {tk} in Re}. We shall need the following lemmas.
Lemma 1.6.1. Xd E W if X E W.
Proof. Let X E W. For any T ~ 0 and Borel subset B of R", we have
{(ro, t): Xd(ro, t) E B, °~aS T}
= {(ro, t): X(ro, t-d(t» E B, t E [0, TIn (14-D) }
u { (co,t): X(ro, t-d(t» E B, t E [0, T] n D} (1.6.2)
However, by the assumptions, it is clear that
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{ (co, t): xo», t-d(t» E B, t E [0, TIn D }
E ~ T x :B([ 0, TIn D) c ~T x :B([ 0, T 1 ) (1.6.3)
Inaddition,
X(ro,t):(nx[O,T], ~Tx:B([O,Tl) -+ (Rn, :B(Rn»
and
(ro, t-d(t» : (n x [0, TIn <R+-D), ~ T)( :B( [0, T) n (Rr-D) ) )
-+ (n x [ 0, T I, ~T x :B([ 0, T 1) )
Hence
X(ro, t-d(t» : (n x [0, T] n (14-D), ~ T)( :B( [0, TIn <R+-D) Y)
-+ (Rn, :B(Rn»
which deduce
{(ro, t): X(ro, t-du) E B, t E [0, TIn <R+-D) }
E ~Tx~([O,T]n(R+-D» c ~Tx:B([O,Tl)
Combining (1.6.2) - (1.6.4), we get
{(ro,t): Xd(ro,t) E B, O~t~T} E ~Tx:B([O,T1)
which implies the assertion Xd E W.
(1.6.4)
Lemma 1.6.2. If X E 9. then Xd E 9.
We omit the proof since it is easy.
Lemma t .6.3. IfX E X and T is a stopping time, we then have
(Xd)T- = «XT-)d)T- (1.6.5)
and
(1.6.6)
Proof. For all t ~ 0, we have
«XT-)d 1rro. Tn )(t)
= {X(t-d(t» In o, T [(t-d(t» + X(T -) t[ T. 00 [(t-d(t» } t~_D(t) t[ O.T [et)
+ A(t-d(t» ID(t) 1[0, T [et)
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However, 0 S t - d(t) :5 t < Tift E ~-D and t <T. Hence
«XT-)d 1([0, TI[ let)
= {X(t-d(t» lR,.-o(t) + A(t-d(t» 10(t) } 1([0, T [et)
= ( Xd 1[ 0, T I[ )(t)
i.e.,
(XT-)d II[ 0, T ([ = Xd 1[ 0, T I[
which, together with Lemma 1.6.2, yields (1.6.5).
Similarly, we have
( (XT)d II[ 0, T n )(t)
= {X(t-d(t» 1([ 0, T )J(t-d(t» + X(f) In T, 00 [(t-d(t» } lR;.-o(t) II[ 0, T 11(t)
+ A(t-d(t» 10(t) 1[0, TU(t)
= {X(t-d(t» lR,.-o(t) + A(t-d(t» 10(t) } 1([0, T net)
= ( Xd It[ o, T D)(t)
which implies (1.6.6) immediately.
We now introduce some notations.
Let M E Jf" 1 S P < 00, a > O. Denote by W ~(a) the family of all maps
G : x)( 9 -+ 3' such that
(1) for any X E X and stopping time T,
G(X, Xd) In 0, T D = G(XT-, (Xd)T-) ltn 0, TU'
(2) for any X, Y E X and U, V E 9,
II G(X, U) - G(Y, V) II ~ S a ( II X - Y II rpP + II U - V II ~),
(3) G(O, 0) E l(M).
Let 1 S P < 00 and 0 S ~ < 1/2. Denote also by yp(~) the family of all maps
'P : x « 9 -+ X such that
(i) for any X E X and stopping time T,
'¥(X, Xd) lrro, T([ = '¥(XT-, (Xd)T-) 1[0, Til'
(ii) for any X, Y E X,
II '¥(X, Xd) - '¥(y, yd) II ~ ~ ~( II X - y II ~ + II Xd _ yd II ~ )
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Before we state our first existence and uniqueness theorem for Eq.{1.6.1), we still need
some lemmas.
Lemma 1.6.4 (Yan [ 1 l),Let ME .!rt and H be a local qil-predictable process.
Then HE l(M).
Lemma 1.6.5. Let M E .!rt, 1 s p < 00, a> O. If F E 'W' ~(a), then F(X, Xd)
E l(M) for all X E X.
Proof. Let X E X. Define stopping times
Tk = inf'[ t : IX(t)l~k or IXd(t)l~k, t z O}, k= 1,2, ...
Then IIXTk- IIlf S k and II(Xd)Tk- IIlf S k.
have
Using the assumptions, we
II(F(X, Xd) - F(O,0» 1n0, Tkn IIqf
= II( F(XTk-, (Xd)Tk-) - F(O, 0) ) 1})0, Tk)] IIlf
S II( F(XTk-, (Xd)Tk-) - F(O, 0» IIlf
s a ( IIXTk- IIlf + II(Xd)Tk- IIlf)
S 2ak
which yields that F(X, Xd) - F(O, 0) is a local ~-predictable process since Tk -+ 00
a.s. Hence, by Lemma 1.6.4, we obtain F(X, Xd) - F(O, 0) E l(M) which
implies F(X, Xd) E l(M) .since F(O,0) E l(M). The proof is complete.
We now can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.6.6. Let Mi (1~~) E .!rt with Mi(O) = 0, o, E 'W' ~i(a), \{I E
yP(~), where 1s p < 00, a> 0, 0 s~< 1/2. Then there exists a unique solution in
X to Eq.(1.6.1).
Proof. By Lemma 1.6.5, Eq.(1.6.1) is well defined. Define
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<l>(X)= 'P(X, Xd) and Fi(X) = Gi(X, Xd)
for X E X and 1 ~ i~m. Then Eq.(1.6.1) is equivalent to the equation
m
X = coo + L Fi(X).Mi
i-l
(1.6.7)
We now claim that Fi E 1,~i(2a). Indeed,
(1) for any X E X and stopping time T,
Fi(X) 1}) 0, TU .; Gi(X, Xd) 1})O.T n = Gi(XT-, (Xd)T-) In o.Tn
= Gi(XT-, (XT-)d)T-) lno, TU= Gi(XT-, (XT-)d) lno, Tll
= Fi(XT-) 1}) o, T n
where Lemma 1.6.3 has been used.
(2) for any X, Y E X;
IIFi(X) - Fi(Y) II q;> s 1\ Gi(X, Xd) - Gi(Y, yd) 1\ q;>
~ a ( IIX - y 1\ q;> + IIXd - yd 1\ q;» s 2a 1\ X - y \I qf
(3) by Lemma 1.6.5, Fi(O) = Fi(O,Od)E :t(M).
Similarly, we can verify <l> E r:;P(2~). Inview of Theorem 1.2.1, we get the desired
conclusion which completes the proof.
Let M E X, 1 ~ p < 00, {ak}be a sequence of positive real numbers and {Sk}be a
sequence of stopping times with Sk t 00 a.s.. Denote by ~({ak}' {Sk})the family of
all maps G : X)( Q ... SJ such that
(1) for any X E X and stopping time T,
G(X, Xd) lno, Tn = G(XT-, (Xd)T-) lno, Tn
(2) foranyX,YE XandU,VE Q andk= 1,2,00',
II ( G(X, U) - G(Y, V) ) 111 0, s,n II q:P s ak ( II X - y II q:P + II U - V II q:P )
(3) G(O,O) E 1,(M).
Let 1 ~ p < 00, {~k}be a sequence of real numbers with 0 s ~ < 1/2 and {Sk}be a
sequence of stopping times with Sk t 00 a.s. Denote also by "'({13k}, {Sk.})the family
of all maps '¥ : X)( Q ... X such that
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(i) for any X E X and stopping time T,
'P(X, Xd) In 0,T R = 'P(XT-, (Xd)T-) la 0,Ta
(ii) for any X, YE X and k = 1.2 •... ,
II ('P(X, Xd) - 'P(y, yd) )Sk- II er' S l\:( IIX - Y II er' + IIXd - yd II er')
The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 1.6.6.
Theorem 1.6.7. Let Mi (1~i~m) E Jrt with Mi(O) = O. o, E 'W~({ak}' {Sk}) ,
'P E V'({l\:}, {Sk})' where 1 S P < 00, {ak}is a sequence of positive real numbers and
{~k} is a sequence of real numbers with 0 S ~k < 1/2 and {Sk} is a sequence of
stopping times with Sk t 00 a.s.. Then there exists a unique solution in X to
Eq.(1.6.1).
Proof. We can easily, in the same way as the proof of Lemma 1.6.5, prove that
Gi(X, Xd) E :t(Mi) for all X E X. Hence Eq.(1.6.1) is well defined. For each
k = 1, 2, ... , we can also easily verify that Gi(X, Xd) lln 0, SknE' W ~~k~(ak) and
1
'P(X, Xd)Sk- E yP(~k)' Hence, by Theorem 1.6.5, there is a unique solution Xk
in X to the equation
We now claim
(Xk+1)Sk- = (xk)Sk- a.s. for all k = 1,2, "',
In fact, we have
(1.6.8)
m
(Xk+1)Sk- = 'P(Xk+1, (Xk+l)d)Sk- + ~ Gi(Xk+1, (Xk+l)d).M~k-
1-1
m
= 'P«Xk+t)Sk-, «Xk+t)d)Sk-)Sk- + ~ Gi«Xk+1)Sk-, «Xk+l)d)Sk-) lln ° SkU' Mi Sk-
~1 '
= 'P(Xk+t)Sk-, «(Xk+l)Sk-)d)Sk- )Sk-
m
+ l.:Gi(Xk+l)Sk-, «(Xk+1)Sk-)d)Sk-) In 0 Skn . MI' Sk-
1-1 '
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m
= 'l'«Xk+l)SlC, «Xk+l)Sk-)d)Sk- + L Gi«Xk+l)Sk-, «Xk+1)Sk-)d) . MiSk-
i-l
where Lemma 1.6.3 has been used. Similarly, we also have
m
(Xk)Sk- = 'l'«Xk)Sk-, «Xk)Sk-)d)Sk- + L Gi«Xk)Sk-, «Xk)Sk-)d) . MiSk-
i-l
Hence. by Theorem 1.6.6. we deduce (1.6.8). Thus, there exists a unique X in X
such that XSk- = (Xk)Sk- for all k = 1, 2, ... , and we can similarly prove
XSk- = (xk)Sk- =
= 'l'«Xk)Sk-, «(Xk)Sk-)d)Sk- )Sk-
m
= 'P(XSk-, «XSk-)d)Sk- )Sk- + }:1 GlXSk-, «XSk-)d)Sk-) 1n O.Skn •Mi Sk-
1-
m
= ('¥(X. Xd) + L Gi(X, Xd).Mi )Sk-
i,.l
which means X is a solution of Eq.(1.6.1). Uniqueness is obvious. So we have
completed the proof.
Let M E Jr(" 1 ~ p < 00, {ak} be a sequence of positive real numbers and {Sk} a
sequence of nondecreasing stopping times. Denote by W~({ak}' {Sk}) the family of
all maps G : x)( 9_.3' such that
(1) for any X E X and stopping time T,
G(X, Xd) Ino,TD = G(XT-,(Xd)T-)lno•TD
(2) for any X, Y E X and U, V E 9 and k = 1,2, ...,
II ( G(x£kl, u£kl) - G(yOcl, y[kl) ) In 0, Skn II q;'
s ak ( IIX - y II rpP + IIU - V II rpP )
(3) G(O,O)lno,SkD E I(M)forallk= 1,2, ....
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Let 1s p < 00, {13k} be a sequence of real numbers with 0 s (\ < 1/2 and {Sk}be a
sequence of stopping times with Sk t 00 a.s.. Denote also by VP({~k}' {Sk1) the
family of all maps 'P : x)( 9 -+ X such that
(i) for any X E X and stopping time T,
'P(X, Xd) lno. T[ = 'P(XT-, (Xd)T-) 1[0. T[
(ii) for any X, YE X and k = 1,2, ...,
II('P(X[k), (X~d) - 'P(y[k), ~)d) )S)(- II qJ'
s ~(II X - Y IIqJ' + IIXd - yd IIlf )
The following theorem can be proved in the same way as the proof of Theorem 1.6.6
by using Theorem 1.4.1.
Theorem 1.6.8. Let Mi ( l~~m) E Jrf, with Mi(O) = 0, Gi E W~({ak}.' {Sk1>, .
'P E VP({~}, {Sk})' where 1 s p < 00, {ak}is a sequence of positive real numbers and
{~k} a sequence of real numbers with 0 ~ ~k < 1/2 and {S.._}a sequence of
nondecreasing stopping times. Then there exist a stopping time p and X E o such
that
(2) for any stopping time 0 with 0 < p a.s., we have Xo- E X and
m
XO- = (<I>(XO-, (Xd)O-) + ~ Fi(XCJ-, (Xd)O-).Mi )CJ- (1.6.9)
1-1
Furthermore, if there exist Y E o and a stopping time t such that Xt- E X and
m
yt- = (<I>(Yt-, (yd)t-) + L Fi(yt-, (yd)t-).Mi )t-
i-1
(1.6.10)
we have
(3) p' := ~~ Sk/\ t s P a.s. and yP'- = XP'-;
(4) t s P a.s. on {Cl): klimTk(X) s lim Sk}'
-+00 k-+oo
Let 1sp < 00, {ak}and {Ktk1 be sequences of positive real numbers, and {Sk}be a
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sequence of stopping times with Sk too a.s. Denote by wI'({ak}, {K1k})the set of all
maps G : x)( 9 -+ 3' such that
(1) for any X E X and stopping time T,
G(X, Xd) lno, TB = G(XT-, (Xd)T-) lno, Tn
(2) for any X,Ye X and k = 1,2, ...,
II ( G«X[k]), (X[k])d) - G(ytkl, (ytkl)d) ) III 0, Sk n \I qP
s ak ( IIX[k) - y[k] II qP + II (X[kl)d - (Xtk1)dII qP )
(3) for any X E X and U e 9,
IIG(X, U) ln 0, Skn II qP s K1k( 1 + IIX II qP + IIU 11qP )
Let 1 ~ p < 00, {l3k}, {CXk}and {K2k} be sequences of nonnegative real numbers with
o s I\.< 1/2 and 0 S uk < 1/2. {Sk}be a sequence of stopping times with Sk too a.s.
Denote by V'({~k}' {Clk}.{K2k}) the family of all maps \{I: x)( 9 -+ X such that
(i) for any X E X and stopping time T.
'¥(X. Xd) 1uo, T[ = \{I(XT-, (Xd)T-) 11.[0,TIT .
(ii) for any X, Y e X and k = 1. 2, ...•
II ( \{I«X[k]), octkl)d) _ \{I(y[kl, (ytkl)d) )Sk- II qP
s ~k ( IIX[k) - y[k] II qP + \I (Xtkl)d - (xtk1)d II qP )
(iii) for any X e X.
\I ( '¥(X, Xd) )Sk- IIlf S K2k + Clk( IIX IIlf + IIXd Illf )
Theorem 1.6.9. Let Mi (1Si~) e Jr(, with Mi(O) = O. o, E ~({ak}' {Klk}),
\{I e yP({~k}. {ak}, {K2k}), where 1 s P < 00, {ak} and {Ktk} are sequences of
positive real numbers, {~}, {ak} and {K2k} are sequences of nonnegative real
numbers with 0 S 1\< 1/2 and 0 s Clk< 1/2. {Sk}is a sequence of stopping times
with Sk t 00 a.s. Assume
( E sup IA(t-d(t» IP) tip = K3 < 00
teO
Then there exists a unique solution in X to Eq.(1.6.1).
Proof. We first claim that Gi(X, Xd) E l(Mi) for all X E X and 1 SiS m so that
Eq.(1.6.1) is well defined. Indeed, let X E X and define stopping times
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Tk = infj t : lX(t)l~k or IXd(t)l~k, t z O}, k= 1,2, ...
Then II XTk- II ({JP S k and II (Xd)Tk- II ({JP S k. Using the assumptions, we
have
II Gi(X, Xd) tn 0, Tkl\Sk D II fPP = II Gi(XTk-, (Xd)Tk-) tn o, Tk/\Sk n II fPP
S II Gi(XTk-, (Xd)Tk-) lln O.Tkl\Sk n II fPP
S Klk (1 + II XTk- II fPP + II (Xd)Tk- II q>P) S Klk (1 + 2k)
Hence, by Lemma 1.6.4, we get Gi(X, Xd) E l(Mi).
We now define Fi (1~Sm) and <1> as in the proof of Theorem 1.6.6, and then
Eq.(1.6.1) is equivalent to Eq.(1.6.7). We can check Fi E LP({2ak}' {K4k}, {Sk})'
where K4k = K1k(1 + K3)V2K1k' In fact, in the same way as the proof of
Theorem 1.6.6, we can show
(1) for any X E X and stopping time T,
Fi(X) lln O.T n = Fi(XT -) lln 0, T n
(2) for any X, Ye X and k = 1,2, ...,
II Fi(X[k) - F(y[k) 11.]] 0, Sk]] II fPP S 2ak II X - Y II q>P
We also have
(3) foranyXe Xandk= 1,2, ... ,
II Fi(X) 11]] O. Skn II fPP = II Gi(X, Xd) lln 0, SkD II qP
S K1k( 1 + [x IIq>P + IIxd II qP)
S K1k( 1 + 2 II X II cpP +K3) S K4k( 1 + IIX II qP )
Similarly, we can also verify <1> E CP({2~k}' {2Uk},{KSk},{Sk}), where KSk = K2k
+ UK3' Therefore, an application of Theorem 1.4.2 implies the assertion which
completes the proof.
In the sequel of this section we assume
(H) d(·): I4 -+ I4 is a continuous function such that t - d(t) is nonnegative and
nondecreasing.
In this case, Xd(t) = X(t-d(t» for all t ~ O. Clearly, we have
Xd E Mn if X E Mn
We still need some notations.
(1.6.11)
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Let 1~ p < 00. M E Jrt. {ak} be a sequence of positive real numbers and {Sk} a
sequence of stopping times with Sk l' 00 a.s. Denote by (Q~ ({ak}. {Sk})the set of all
maps G : Mn )(94 -+ S' such that
(1) for any X E Mn and stopping time T,
G(X. Xd) lno. Tn = G(XT-, (Xd)T-) lno, Tn
(2) for any X, Y. U, V E Mn and k = 1,2, •..,
II (G(X, U) - G(Y, V) ) ln 0, Sk1] II q;' s ak ( II X - Y II ~ + II u - V II xp)
(3) G(O,0) E l(M). .
Let 1 s P < 00, {~} be a sequence of real numbers with 0 s I\:< 1/2 and {Sk}a
sequence of stopping times with Sk l' 00 a.s. Denote by !}.Jp( {~}, {Sk}) the family of
all maps '¥ : Mn )(Mn -+ Mn such that
(1) for any X E Mn and stopping time T,
'¥(X, Xd) !no, Til = '¥(XT-, (Xd)T-) 1[0, T[
(2) for any X. Y E Mn and k = 1, 2, ...•
II ( G(X. Xd) - G(Y. yd) )Sk- II XI' s ~ ( II X - Y II ~ + II Xd - yd II xI')
Let 1 s P < 00. {ak} and {K1k} be two sequences of positive real numbers. {Sk}a
sequence of stopping times such that Sk l' 00 a.s. Denote by d'({ak}. {K1k}. {Sk})
the set of all maps G : Mn )( 94 -+ S' such that
(1) for any X E Mn and stopping time T.
G(X. Xd) In 0,T n = G(XT-, (Xd)T-) lU0,TU
(2) for any X. Y E Mn and k = 1, 2, ...,
II (G(XTkO{)-, (Xd)Tk(X)-)_G(XTk(X)-, (Xd)Tk(X)-») lnO,Skn II q;'
~ ak ( II X - y II ~ + II Xd - yd II ~ )
(3) for any X. Y E Mn and k = 1,2, ••.,
II G(X, Y) 1L))0, Skn II ~ s K2k ( 1 + II X II ~ + II y II ~ )
Let 1s p < 00, {~}, {ak} and {K2k}be sequences of nonnegative real numbers with
o s~ < 1/2 and 0 ~ (Xk < 1/2, {Sk}a sequence of stopping times with Sk l' 00 a.s.
Denote by 01'( {~k}' {ak}, {K2k}, {Sk}) the family of all maps '¥ : Mn )(Mn -+ Mn
such that
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(1) for any X E !Un and stopping time T,
'I'(X, Xd) lno. Tn = 'I'(XT-, (Xd)T-) lno. Tn
(2) for any X, Y E Mo and k = 1,2, ...,
II('I'(XTk(X)-, (Xd)TkO')-)_ 'I'(XTkO')-, (Xd)Tk(X)-))Sk-II Xp
~ ~ ( IIX - Y 113f + IIxd - yd II 3f )
(3) for any X E !Un and k = 1,2, ...,
II'I'(X, xd)Sk- II Xp s K2k + Clk( nX II ,xl'+ IIXd II ,xI')
.We can also similarly prove the following theorems ( the proofs are omitted ).
Theorem 1.6.10. Let Mi (1~~) E Jrf, with Mi(O) = 0, o, E ~~({ak}' {Sk1).
'I' E ~p({I\}, {Sk}). where 1 ~ P< 00, {ak}and {13k} are sequences of real numbers
with ak> 0 and 0 S ~ < 1/2, {Sk}is a sequence of stopping times with Sk too a.s..
Assume (H) holds. Then there exists a unique solution in Mn to Eq.(1.6.1).
Theorem 1.6.11. Let Mi (lS:i~) E Jrf, with Mi(O) = 0, o, E ~P({ak}' {Klk}.
{Sk}), 'I' E f}}'( {~k}' {CXk},{K2k},{Sk}), where 1SP< 00, {ak}and {K1k}are two
sequences of positive real numbers, {~k}' {Clk}and {K2k} are sequences of
nonnegative real numbers with 0 S ~ < 1/2 and 0 s cxk< 1/2, {Sk}is a sequence of
stopping times with Sk t 00 a.s.. Assume (H) holds. Then there exists a unique
solution in Mo to Eq.(1.6.1).
1.7. DELAY DOLEANS-DADE'S EQUATIONS
Like section 1.5, we will apply the results in section 1.6 to discuss the existence and
uniqueness theorems for the following delay Doleans-Dade's equation
m t
X(t) = H(t) + 2: J gi(" s, X(s-), Xd(s-) dMi(s)
i-1 0
(1.7.1)
in this section. The proofs of the following several existence and uniqueness
theorems for Eq.(1.7.1) are all omitted since they are similar to those of Theorems in
section 1.5 by using the corresponding theorems in section 1.6.
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Theorem 1.7.1. Let Mi (1~i~m) E Jrf, and HEX. Let gi ( l~~m ) : n x 14 x
Rn x Rn -+ Rn be random functions, {ak(ro)} be a sequence of positive random
variables and {Sk}be a sequence of stopping times with Sk t 00 a.s. which satisfy the
following conditions:
(1) for every k = 1,2, , 1 ~ i~In, t ~ 0 and x, y, x, yE R",
I(gi(ro, t, x, x) - gi(ro, 1, y, y)) In 0, s, [et) I s ak(ro) (I x - y I + Ix - Y I) a.s.
(2) for any x, yE Rn, gi("" x, y) is a cadlag. adapted process.
Then there exists a unique solution in X to Eq.(1.7.1).
Theorem 1.7.2. Let Mi (l~i~m) E Jrf, and HEX. Let gi ( l~i~m) : n )(R+ x
R" x Rn -+ Rn be random functions, A: n x 14 -+ 14 be right continuous adapted
processes which satisfy the following conditions:
(1) for every l s is m, t~Oandx,y,x,yERn,
Igi(ro, t, x, x) - gi(ro. t. y, y) I s A(ro, t) (Ix - y I + Ix - Y I) a.s.
(2) for any x, yE Rn, 1~ i ~ m, gi(.'., x, y) is a cadlag. adapted process.
Then there exists a unique solution in X to Eq.(1.7.1).
Theorem 1.7.3. Let Mi (1~~) E Jrf, and HEX. Let gi ( lSiSm ) : n x 14 x
R" x R" -+ R" be random functions, {ak}be a sequence of positive real numbers and
{Sk} be a nondecreasing sequence of stopping times which satisfy the following
conditions:
(1) foreveryk=1,2, , l~i~m, t~Oandx,y,x,yERn,
Igi(ro, t, x, x) - gi(ro, t. y, y) III 0, Sk lI(t)I ~ ak ( Ix - y I + Ix - y I) a.s.
(2) for any x, y ERn, gi("" x, y) is a cadlag. adapted process.
Then there exist a stopping time p and X E (J such that
(2) for any stopping time a with (J < p a.s., we have Xa- E X and
m CJ
X(cr) = R(a) +L J fi(·,s, X(s-), Xd(s-)) dMi(s)
i..t 0
Furthermore, if there exist Y E (J and a stopping time 't such that X't-E X and
(1.5.2)
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m t
yet) = H(t) +L J fi(·.s, Y(s-). yd (s-)) dMi(S). 0 s t s 't (1.5.3)
i.t 0
we have
, ,
(3) p' := klimSkA t ~ P a.s. and yP - = XP-;
,..00
(4) t s P a.s. on {ro: lim Tk(X) s lim s.].k,..oo k,..oo
Theorem 1.7.4. Let Mi (1~~) E .M and HEX. Assume
E( sup IA(t-d(t)) IP)t/P ~ C = Const. < 00 a.s.
tED
Let gi ( l~i~m) : n)( Rt)( Rn )(Rn -+ Rn be random functions. {ak(co)}and {Kk(co)}
be two sequences of positive random variables. and {Sk}be a sequence of stopping
times with Sk t 00 a.s. which satisfy the following conditions:
(1) for every k = 1. 2. ...• 1 s i s m, t ~ 0 and x, y, x. '1 E Rn with
IxlVlylVlxlVlyl ~ k•.
I (gi(CO. t, x, x) - gi(co.t, s. y)) 1[O. Sknet)I s ak(co)(Ix - y I+ Ix -'1 I) a.s.
(2) for every k = 1.2 •...• 1 ~ i ~ m, t ~ 0 and x, ye R",
Igi(ro. t, x, y) 1[0, Sknet)I s Kk(co)(1 + Ixl + Iyl) a.s.
(3) for any x. ye R", 1 ~ i~m, gi("" x, y) is a cadlag. adapted process.
Then there exists a unique solution in Xto Eq.(1.7.1).
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Chapter II
Linear Stochastic Integral Equations
2.1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the explicit representation of the solutions to linear SIES. The
classical exponential formula of semimartingales is first introduced in section 2.2. We
then, in section 2.3, define the concept of stochastic Wronskian determinant and
establish stochastic Liouville's formula. As an application of stochastic Liouville's
formula we give the explicit representation of the solutions to linear SIES in section 2.4.
In addition, we describe a method to solve constant coefficient linear SIES in section
2.5. Some examples are worked out to illustrate the usefulness of our results.
Sections 2.3 - 2.5 are mainly based on my paper Mao [ 1 ] published in 1983 ( cf.
Mathematical Review 85g: 6(069).
2.2. EXPONENTIAL FORMULA OF SEMIMARTINGALES
For the convenience, let us introduce the exponential formula of semimartingales which
will be used to prove our results in the following sections.
Let ME Jrf,. By Theorem 1.4.4 or Theorem 1.5.2, there exists a unique solution, say
t(M) usually, in Jrf, to the following one-dimensional linear SIES
t
X(t) = 1 + J X(s-) dM(s), t ~ 0
o
(2.2.1)
The explicit expression of this solution is said to be the exponential formula of
semimartingales due to Doleans-Dade [ 1 ] as follows:
Theorem 2.2. t. Let M E Jrf, with M(O) = O. Then the unique solution t(M) of
Eq.(2.2.1) can be expressed as
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~(M)(t) = exp( M(t) - 21(MC, MC)(t») IT ( 1 + AM(s» e-aM(s)
(ksSt
where MCis the continuous local martingale part of M and AM(s) = M(s) - M(s-).
2.3. STOCHASTIC LIOUVILLE'S FORMULA
Let Jr(,cdenote the family of all one-dimensional continuous semimartingales. Let M
= (M], ..., Mn), where Mk (1~) E Jr(,cwith Mk(O) = O. If A = (aij) is a
matrix, we use A' to define its transposed matrix (aji)' Let B = (B1, ..., ~m). where
k .Bk = (bij )nxn' 1 S k Sm, are all nxn matnxes. Throughout this chapter we
k
assume bij are all bounded predictable processes. Let us consider the following
n-dimensional linear SIES
m t
X(t) = a + ~ J Bk(s) Xes) dMk(s), t ~ 0
kat 0
where X = (X], ...,Xn)' and a E Rn. By Theorem 1.5.t, there is a unique solution
in X to Eq.(2.3.1).
(2.3.1)
Let A = (aij)nxn be an arbitrary matrix. Let (Xl k, .•., Xnk)' denote the unique
solution of Eq.(2.3.1) with a = (alk, ..., ank)'. Set
~A(M, B) = (Xij )nxn (2.3.2)
which is said to be the stochastic solution matrix. Particularly, when A is the
identity matrix, we use ~(M, B) to stand for ~A(M, B) simply. It is obvious that
!A(M, B) = !(M, B) A. If the rank of A equals to n, ~A(M, B) is said to be
the stochastic fundamental solution matrix. Clearly, !(M, B) is a stochastic
fundamental solution matrix, which is also called the stochastic standard solution
matrix. If ~Al(M, B) and !A2(M, B) are two stochastic fundamental solution
matrixes, we have the relation
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which means that stochastic fundamental solution matrixes can express each other.
Denote the determinant of the stochastic solution matrix 5A(M, B) by
W = WA(M, B) = det. 5A(M, B) (2.3.3)
which is said to be the stochastic Wronskian determinant, Clearly, W(O) = det.A.
For the stochastic Wronskian determinant, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3.1. For all t ~ 0 we have
m t n
- L J[; L b:u(s) b~u (s) + L b:v(S) b~(s)] d<M~, M~><s)} (2.3.4)
k,l= 1 0 U:a t tsucvsn
which will be called the stochastic Liouville formula,
Proof. It follows from the definition of the determinant that
(2.3.5)
Since
m 1 n
Xrlr(t) = arlr +L J ~ b~(S) Xj1r(s) dMk(s)
k.t 0 J .. t
we have, by Ito's formula, that
3
:= LVj(lt, ..., In)
j-t
(2.3.6)
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However
L (_1)'t(11 ••..• 1JVt(1t,···,ln) = det.A
(11, ...• \t)
(2.3.7)
and
(2.3.8)
We also have
m n n
= L (L b~/s) Xjlu(S») ( L b~j(S)Xjl/S») d<M~, M~>(S)kJat jal j-l
m n
= L L b~i(S)b~j(S)Xjlu(S)Xjl/S) ) d<M:, M~>(s)kJatiJ-t .
Noticing
{
W(s) if i ::I U, j ::I V
::I -W(s), if i::l V, j ...U
0, otherwise
we get
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m t
= L L J (b~u(S) b~u (s) - b~v(s) b~(S») W(s) d<M~. M~>(S) (2.3.9)
tsucvsn k,1=1 0
Combining (2.3.5) - (2.3.9). we arrive at
n m t
Wet) = det.A + L L J b~u(S)W(s) dMk(S)
u..lk .. 10
m t
+ L L J (b:u(S) b~u (s) - b:v(s) b~u(S») W(s) d<M~, M~>(S) (2.3.10)
l~u~k,I'"'l 0
lfwe set
m t
+ L L J ( b:u(S) b~u (s) - b~v(S)b~u(s) ) d<M~. M~)(S)
l~u<v<_nk,la1 0
then Z E Jr1,cwith Z(O) = O. and it follows from (2.3.10) that
(2.3.11)
t
Wet) = det.A + JW(S) dZ(s)
o
(2.3.12)
In view of Theorem 2.2.1, we have
Wet) = det.A· exp{ Z(t) - ~ as,ZC)(s) } (2.3.13)
However
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m n
= L L b~ub~v . <M~. M~>
k,la I u,v-l
m n
= L{Lb~ub~.<M~.M~> + 2 L b~ub~ .<M~.M~>} (2.3.14)
k,l .. t U= I l~u~
Putting this and (2.3.12) into (2.3.13) we deduce desired formula (2.3.4) which
completes the proof.
We now consider an important and typical case. Let M1 = (Mt(t» = (t) and
(M2 •... , Mm) = CYV2,..., Wm) an m-1-dimensional Wiener proce~s. Then
Eq.(2.3.1) can be expressed as
t m 1
_ X(t) = a + JB1(s) Xes) ds + L JBk(s) Xes) dWk(S), t ~ 0
o k-20
which is equivalent to the n-dimensional Ito's differential equation
m
dX(t) = B1(t) X(t) dt + L Bk(t) X(t) dWk(t) (t ~ 0), X(O) = a (2.3.15)
k-2
We obtain from Theorem 2.3.1 the following useful
Corollary 2.3.2. For the stochastic Wronskian determinant W of the stochastic
solution matrix to Eq.(2.3.15) we have
W(t) = det.A. exp{ J (i b~u(s)ds -
o u-l
m 1 n
-L J [~ L (b~u(s»2 + L b~v(S)b~u (s) ]dS}
k..20 u..t gu~
for all t ~ O.
(2.3.16)
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2.4 EXPLICIT EXPRESSION OF SOLUTIONS
Let us now consider the following linear SIES
m t
X(t) = H(t) +L J Bk(s) X(s-) dMk(S), t ~ 0
k-10
where H = (Hit ..., Hn)' E Mn, i.e., an n-dimensional semimartingale (may not be
continuous). By Theorem 1.4.4, there exists a unique solution in Mn to Eq.(2.4.1).
Denote by tH(M, B) this semimartingale solution.
(2.4.1)
In this section we will describe the relation between tH(M, B) and the stochastic
fundamental solution matrix tA(M, B) of the corresponding Eq.(2.3.1), which means
that the solution tH(M, B) can be explicitly expressed provided we get a stochastic
fundamental solution matrix tA(M, B) to Eq.(2.3.1).
Since the stochastic fundamental solution matrixes of Eq.(2.3.1) can express each other,
we only need to give the relation between tHCM,B) and e(M, B) which is described
by the following theorem.
Theorem 2.4.1. The solution of Eq.(2.4.1) can be explicitly expressed as
t
tH(M, B)(t) = t(M, B)(t) { H(O) + J tCM,B)-l(s) dH(s)
o
-t J t(M.B}-t(s}Bk(s}d<M~. If)(s} }
k ...lO
for all t ~ 0, where t(M, B) is the stochastic standard solution matrix of the
corresponding Eq.(2.3.1) and
(2.4.2)
Proof. Let E(M, B) = z = (~j )nxn' Set
&H(M, B) = X = Z C (2.4.3)
where C = (Ct, ••.,Cn)' is an n-dimensional semimartingale. Clearly, (2.4.3) can
expressed as follows:
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n
Xi = 2, ~J. CJ•• i= 1. 2..... n. 1l-
Using the integral by parts (cf. Yan [11. Theorem 10.5. p.2S1 ). we have
n
ax, = }: (Zij dCj + C~ ~j + d[ Zij. Cj ])
l-l J
where Cj = (q(t-)). Since
we get
dX·1
which is
m m
dX = Z dC + 2, Bk X- dMk + L Bk Z d[ Mk•C 1 (2.4.4)k-l k-l
where X- = (X(t-)) and [Mk. C 1 = ([ Mk.c, ],...,[Mk' c, ])'. However, we
have from (2.4.1) that
m
dX = dH + L Bk X- dMkk-l
Consequently
m
ZdC + L BkZd(Mk'C] = dH
k-l
(2.4.5)
In view of Theorem 2.3.1, the inverse matrix z-t of Z is almost everywhere well
defined. It is also clear that every element of Z- t is a continuous predictable process.
hence. a local bounded predictable process. Therefore, we have from (2.4.5) that
m
dC = z-t an + L Z-tBkZd[Mk.Cl
k-l (2.4.6)
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which implies
dec = z-t dlf
-e cc, ne (c HC)'where \... = (Cl' .•., Cn) and 1"1 = Ht, ..., n •
semimartingale, we get
Recalling Mk is a continuous
dIMk, C) = d<M~, C~ = z-t d<M~, W>
Putting this into (2.4.6) we obtain
m
dC = z-t dH + 2, z-t Bk d(Mc, If>
k-l k
(2.4.7)
namely, since C(O) = H(O),
t m t
C(t) = H(O) + J Z-l(s) dR(s) +L J Z-l(s) Bk(s) d(M~, W>(s)
o k..t 0
- -
The desired formula (2.4.2) follows by putting this into (2.4.3) and the proof is
complete.
We now let rvY2' ... ,Wm) be defined as in section 2.3 and
t m t
H(t) = R(O) + J o(s) ds +L J ~k(s) dWk(S), t ~ 0
o k-20
where H(O) is an n-dimensional ~o-measurable random vector, a = (at, ..., an )',
~k = (~~, ..., ~~)' and ai, ~~ are all bounded predictable processes. In this case,
Eq.(2.4.1) can be expressed as
t
X(t) = H(O) + J (a(s) + Bt(s» Xes) ds
o
m t
+ L J (~(s) + Bk(s» Xes) dWk(s), t ~ 0
k-20
which is Ito's differential equation
(2.4.8)
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m
dX(t) = (n(s) + Bl(s) ) Xes) ds + L(!)k(s) +Bk(s) ) Xes) dWk(S), t ~ 0
k-2
X(O) = H(O) (2.4.9)
By Theorem 2.4.1 we have the following
Corollary 2.4.2. The unique solution, say tH(M, B), of Eq.(2.4.9) can be
expressed as
.
t
tH(M,B)(t) = E(M, B)(t) { H(O) + J E(M, B)-l(s) n(s) ds
o
m t
+ LJ E(M, B)-l(s) ~k(s) dWk(S)
k..20
-f J E(M.B)-I(s) Bk(s) ~k(s)ds}
k..20
for all t ~ 0, where t(M, B) is the stochastic standard solution matrix of the
corresponding Eq.(2.3.1S).
(2.4.10)
Example 2.4.3. The following equation ( the well-known Langevin's equation)
can be formally derived from Newton's second law
t
vet) = Vo + F(t) - l:J v(s) ds, t ~ 0 (m, A. > 0)m o (2.4.11)
where Vo is the initial force acting on the particle, A. is the coefficient of friction figuring
in Stoke's law and F means the force acting on the particle by the random collisions and
may be regarded as a continuous martingale with initial condition F(O) 1:1 O. By
Theorem 2.4.1, the solution of this equation has the form
t
vet) = Voe-Atlm + J e-A(t-s)/m dF(s),
o
t~O (2.4.12)
Hence, we can easily deduce the mean
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and the variance
t
E( vet) - E v(t»2 = J e-2A.(t-s)/md(F, F)(s)
o
for aU t ~ O.
Example 2.4.4. The analogous electrical problem is an L - R circuit described for
the current I(t) by the equation
L dIet) + R I(t-) dt = de(t) (2.4.13)
,
where R is the resistance ( in ohms), L is the inductance ( in henries) and e(t) is a
purely fluctuating electromotive force ( a thermal noise source) and can be regarded as
a semimartingale with e(O) = O. In the case of a capacitance C ( in"farads) the
equation describing the oscillating electrical circuit with thermal noise is
. . 1
L dIet) + {R I(t-) + cI(t-)} dt = de(t)
Let 1= (It, IV' = (i. I)'. Then Eq.(2.4.14) is equivalent to
dJ(t) = B I(t-) dt + ~de(t)
(2.4.14)
(2.4.15)
where
B = [-~ -n
By Theorem 2.4.1, we have
t
I(t) = eBt 1(0) + J eB(t-s) ~ de(s)
o
Ifwe let L = 0.5, C = 0.5 and R = 1.5, we have
(2.4.16)
[
-3t -t -3t -t]1 3e - e, -e + e
eBt = _2 3 -3t 3 -t -3t -te - e, -e + 3 e
Therefore
I(t) = I2(t) = ~ [ ( 3i(0) - 1(0) ) e-3t - 3 (i(O) - 1(0) ) e-t 1
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t
+ ; J (e-3(t-s) - e-(t-s» de(s)
o
(2.4.17)
Example 2.4.5. Avery interesting economic problem is the exchange rate dynamic
model, i. e., the stochastic Dornbusch model (cf. Dornbusch [ 11). It describes the
price index and the exchange rate by the equation
dX(t) = (a(t) + A X(t) ) dt + a dW(t), t ~ 0
X(O) = xo' a.s.
where X = (Xt, X2)', Xt and X2 represent the price index ( in logs) of domestic
final product and the exchang rate ( in logs) defined as the foreign currency price of
domestic currency respectively, u rR,....R2 is bounded and Borel measurable, A is
an 2x2 constant matrix, a = (at, 0)" Xo = (xot, x02)' E R2 and W is an one-
dimensional standard Wiener process. By Corollary 2.4.2, the solution of Eq.(2.4.18)
has the form
(2.4.18)
t t
X(t) = eAt Xo + J eA(t-s) a.(s) ds + J eA(t-s) a dW(s), t ~ 0
o 0
which deduces that X is a two-dimensional Gaussian process. We also have from
(2.4.19) that
(2.4.19)
t
EX(t) = eAtXo + J eA(t-s) a(s) ds .
o
and
B(t, t) := E { (X(t) - E X(t) ) (X(t+t) - E X(t+'t) )'} =
t t+t
= E {J eA(I-S) (J dW(s) J (J' e~ (1+<-') dW(s) }
o 0
t
= (J eA(t-s) a a' eA' (t-s) ds ) eA' 't = B(t, 0) eA't, t, t ~ 0
o
We now assume
(2.4.20)
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A = [1, - 2]
3, - 4
and we have
eAt
(
-t -2t
3e - 2e ,
= -t -2te -e ,
-t -21-6e +6e
-t -2t
- 2e + 3e
Hence
B(t,O)
-2t -3t -4t 1 -2t 5 -3t -4t
1.5 - 4.5e + 4e - e , 3' -LSe +3' e - 0.5e
= 02 .
I 1 -2t 5 -3t -4t 1 1 -2t 2 -3t 1 -4t
3' - LSe +3' e - O.Se '12 - '2e +3'e -"4 e
Furthermore,
EX1(t)
if we let aCt) = (sin(t). cos(t) )', we can get
= e-t ( 3Xot - 6xo2 - 3 )
+ e-2t ( - 2Xct + 6Xc2- 9sin(t) + 3 cos(t) + 2.5 )
+ 2.5e-4t ( sin(t) - cos(t) )
and
EX2(t) = e-t ( Xci - 2Xc2- 1 )
+ e-2t ( - xol + 3xo2 - 3sin(t) + cos(t) - 1.25 )
+ 1.25e-4t ( sin(t) - cos(t) )
By the property of the normal distribution, we also have
P{ co: IXt(t) - EXt(t) I s 30t( 1.5 - 4.5e-2t + 4e-3t - e-4t )t/2} = 99.98%
and
1 1 2 1 1/2P{ ro: IX2(t) - EX2(t) I s 3crI(- -~-2t + -=<:-3t- ~-4t ) } = 99.98%
12 2 3 4
2.5. CONSTANT COEFFICIENT LINEAR SIES
Let M be a continuous semimartingale with M(O) ... 0 and H an n-dimensional
semimartingale, D an nxn constant matrix. Our aim is to describle a method to solve
the constant coefficient linear SIBS
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t
X(t) = H(t) + J D X(s-) dM(s), t ~ 0
o
In view of Theorem 2.4.1, we only need to discuss how to solve the following
(2.5.1)
equation
t
. X(t) = a + J D X(s-) dM(s), t ~ 0
o
(2.5.2)
where a ERn.
It is well known that for any nxn constant matrix D there exists an invertible matrix P
such that p-l D P is the Jordan canonical matrix, namely,
p-l D P =
o 0 ... Jp
where
J. = .
1
o A. 1 0
1
o A. 1
1
A. 1 0 0
1
o A.
1 k.xk.
1 1
and Ai (1~~p) are the characteristic roots of D, some of which may be the same. Set
o
z = p-t X, ex = p-t a (2.5.3)
then Z is the solution of the equation
t
Z(t) = a. + J p-l D P Z(s-) dM(s), t ~ 0
o
which is p-independent multi-dimensional linear SIES as follows:
(2.5.4)
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Z,(t) = (X, + I ()., Z,(S-) +~(S-) ) dM(s){ .
~(t) = Uk + J At ~ (s-) dM(s)
1 1 0 1
(2.5.5)
{ ~~:y.~~~...: ... :y.~..~).~>.~~.~~~.~~~.~.~.....~ .:y~ ~~.~.~ ~(2.5.6)
Zn(t) = an + j ApZn(s-) dM(s)
o
We can now solve these equations independently. For example, for Eq.(2.5.5), it
follows from the last equation in (2.5.6) by using Theorem 2.2.1 that
A2
Zk1(t) = (lk1 exp{ AtM(t) - T (MC, MC)(t)} := Uk1 E(AtM)(t) (2.5.7)
Putting this into the last second equation in (2.5.5) we get
t t
Zk1-t(t) = ClkC1 + J Uk1(S) E(A1M)(S) dM(s) + J A1Zkl_1(s-) dM(s)
By Theorem 2.4.1, we have
Zk1-1(t) = E(A1M)(t) { uk1-1 + Uk1(M(t) - A1<MC,MC)(t) ) }
Similarly, we can get
2
Zk1-2(t) = E(A1M)(t) f.t UkC2+i I(M, At, i)(t)
...............................................................................
kt-l
Z1(t) = l(A1M)(t) ~ Ut+i I(M, At, i)(t)
1-1
where
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t 51 Ilk-I{ J I ...!d(M - A(MC, MC»)('k) •.. d(M - A.(MC,MC)l(sl)'
1, k = 0
We can similarly solve other equations. Thus we get the unique solution of Eq.(2.5.4)
as follows:
k~1
I(M, A, k)(t) =
kl-l
Zl (t) = E(A1M)(t) L Cl1+i I(M, AI' i)(t)
i= 1
...............................................................................
Zo(t) = E(ApM)(t) Cln
We then get the solution X = P Z to Eq.(2.5.2).
Howerer, generally speaking, it is not easy to find matrix P so that the above method
is not convenient in applications. Fortunately, we can analyse this method in more
details in order to obtain another more convenient method.
In fact, let Ai ( 1~i~p ) be the characteristic roots of D and ki the number of the
repeated roots Ai' It is well known that the number of Jordan decomposition matrixes
corresponding to Ai may be more than one, but the order of every Jordan
decomposition matrix should not be bigger than k., Hence, it follows from the above
discussion that the solution of Eq.(2.5.2) can be written as
x = CIH (2.5.7)
where C = (~j)n)(n is a constant matrix to be defined and
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IH =
H(M, Al, kC 1)
H(M, A2, 0)
H(M, Al,0)
in which
HCM,A, k) = I(M, A, k) t(AM), k = 0, 1, ...
It is easy to show that H(M, A, k) ( ~1 ) is the unique semimartingale solution of the
equation
t t
Y(t) = J H(M, A, k-1)(s) dM(s) + 1A yes) elM(s) (A:FO)
and H(M, A, 0) = t(AM) satisfies the following equation
(2.5.8)
t
yet) = 1 + J A yes) dM(s)
Therefore, we deduce
t k (_1)i (_1)k+lr H(M, A,k)(s) dM(s) = 2: ~l H(M, A, k-i) + k 1d i-l A1+ A +
for all k ~ 0 and A :F O. When A = 0, we have
(2.5.9)
(2.5.10)
t
I H(M, 0, k)(s) dM(s) = H(M, A, k+1)(s), k ~ 0 (2.5.11)
o
In order to determine the constant matrix C we put (2.5.7) into (2.5.2) and then use
(2.5.10) and (2.5.11) to calculate the integrals. Comparing the corresponding
coefficients of each H(M, Aitk) we get a linear equation for Cjj. Solving this equation
and putting them into (2.5.7) we finally obtain the solution of Eq.(2.5.2). We now
give an example to illustrate this method.
Example 2.5.t. Consider the equation
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t
X(t) = a + J D X(s- ) dM(s), t ~O (2.5.12)
0
where
1 0 1 1
a = 0 D = 1 1 -1
0 0 1 1
The characteristic roots of D are "'1 = 0 and "'2 = "'3 = 1. Thus
1
IH = H(M, 1,0)
H(M, 1, 1)
(2.5.13)
Substituting C IHfor X in Eq.(2.5.12) and applying (2.510) and(2.5.11) we get
Cl1 + C12 H(M, 1, ono + C13 M(M, 1, 1)
= 1 + (C21 +C31 ) M(t) + (C22 + C32) (H(M, 1,oxo - 1 )
+ (C23 + C33 ) (H(M, 1, 1)(t) - H(M, 1, oxo + 1 )
C21 + C22 H(M, 1, O)(t) + C23 M(M, 1, 1)
= (Cll + C2l - C3l) M(t) + (C12 + C22 - C32) (H(M, 1, O)(t) - 1 )
+ (C13 +C23 - C33) (H(M, 1, 1)(t) - H(M, 1, O)(t) + 1 )
C31 + C32 H(M, 1, oxo + C33 M(M, 1, 1)
= (C21 +C31 ) M(t) + (C22 + C32 ) ( H(M, 1.oxo - 1 )
+ (C23 + C33) (H(M, 1, 1)(t) - H(M, 1, oxo + 1 )
Comparing the coefficients we get the following linear equation
Cll == 1+C23 +C33 - C22 - C32
o = C2l +C31
C12 = C22 + C32
C13 = C23 + C33
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e2l = - el2 - C22 + C32 + Ct3 + C23 - C33
o = Cll +C21 - C31
C22 = C12 + C22 - C32 - C13 - C23 + C33
e23 = Ct3 + C23 - C33
C31 = - C22 - C32 + C23 + C33
C32 = C22 + C32 - C23 + C33
e33 = C23 + C33
whose solution is
2 -1 1
C = -1 1 0
1 -1 1
Therefore, we finally get the solution of Eq.(2.5.13) as follows:
Xt(t) = 2 + (-1 +M(t) - (MC, MC)(t)) exp( M(t) - }:MC. MC)(t))
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Chapter III
Stochastic Stability and Boundedness
3.1. INTRODUCTION
In 1959, Bertram and Sarachik [ 1 ] applied the stochastic Lyapunov function to
stochastic differential equations. From that time on, the study of stochastic stability
was further emphasized by other mathematicians such as Bucy [ 1 ] studied more
systematically the concept of the stochastic Lyapunov function to stochastic
differential equations in 1965. During the same period, Khasminskii [ 1 ], Kushner
[ 1], Friedman [ 1 ] and others extended the well-known Lyapunov theorem to Ito's
stochastic differential equations. We also published several papers on this field
during past few years (cf. Li and Mao [ 1-3 ] ).
This chapter is devoted to new results on the stochastic stability and boundedness.
We will pay our attention to stochastic integral equations with respect to
semimartingales rather than classical Ito's differential equations with respect to
Wiener processes. We first give in section 3.2 some new Lebesgue-Stieltjes
integral inequalities of Gronwall-Bellman-Bihari type which are only a little part of
my results on this field (cf. Mao [6]). We then establish systematically new results
on stochastic stability and boundedness in section 3.3 - 3.6. The results in section
3.2 and 3.5 were published in Quarterly Journal of Mathematics (Oxford) 40 (3)
1989 (cf. Mao [4]).
3.2. INEQUALITIES OF GRONWALL-BELLMAN-BIHARI TYPE
In this section we will give some Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral inequalities which are
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the n~tural extensions of the Gronwall-Bellman-Bihari type inequalities. They will
be used to prove our results in the following sections.
Let T > 0 and Jl : [0, T] -+ R+ be a continuous nondecreasing function with 11(0)=
O. Define
a(t) = inf I s : se[O, T], ll(s»t}I\T, 0 ~ t ~ Jl(T) (3.2.1)
a_et) = inf {s : se [0, T], Il(s) ~ t l, 0 ~ t ~ Jl(T) (3.2.2)
We have following relations (cf. Yan [ 1 ], p.26)
Il(a(t» = Il(a_(t» = t, 0 ~ t s Jl(T)
a_et) ~ ott), 0 s t s Jl(T)
O_(Jl(t» ~ t s a(Jl(t», 0 s t s T
For the convenience we now state
Lemma 3.2.1 ( Lebesgue's lemma. cf. Yan [ 1 ], Lemma 1.43). If f(-) is an either
bounded or nonnegative Borel function defined on [0, T], then
t
f f(s) dJl(s)
o
holds for all t e [0, T].
Il(t)
= J f(a_(s» ds
o
Il(t)
= J f(a(s» ds
o
The following lemma is a generalization of the well-known Gronwall-Bellman
inequality ( cf. Bellman and Cooke [ 1] ) which is available for Lebesgue-Stieltjes
integrals.
Lemma 3.2.2. Let T > 0 and Jl : [0, T] -+ R, be a continuous nondecreasing
function with 11(0)= O. Let u. K: [0, T] -+ R, be integrable functions with respect
to Jl. Let Uo ~ 0 be a constant. Then, the inequality
t t
u(t) :5 Uo + f K(s) dufs) + f u(s) duts), 0 s t s T
o 0
(3.2.3)
implies
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t
U(t) s Uo e~(l)+ J e~(l)-~(S)K(s) djl(s), 0 s t ~ T
o
(3.2.4)
Proof. Set
t t
wet) = Uo + J K(s) djl(s) + J u(s) duts), 0 s t s T
o 0
which is nondecreasing. It is obvious that
utt) ~ wet), 0 s t s T
and
t t
wet) s Uo + J K(s) djl(s) + J w(s) djl(s), 0 ~ t s T
o 0
Hence, for each v E [0, jl(T)], we have
O'(v) O'(v)
w(a(v)) s Uo + J K(s) djl(s) + J w(s) djl(s)
o 0
v v
s Uo + J K(a(s) ds + J w(a(s)) ds
o 0
where Lebesgue's Lemma has been used, a(.) and following a_(.) are defined by
(3.2.1) and (3.2.2) respectively. In view of Lemma 2.1 of Raghavendra and Ras [ 1
], we deduce that
v
u(a(v)) s w(a(v)) s Uo eV + J eV-s K(a(s)) ds, 0 s t s ~(T)
o
Now, for every t e [0, T], let v = ~(t). Thus
a_Cv) s t ~ a(v)
and
u(t) ~ wet) ~ w(a(v)) ~
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v
s UoeV + J eV-s K(cr(s)) ds
o
, l1(t)
s Uoell(t) + J ell(t)-Il(cr(s)) K( a(s)) ds
o
t
s Uoell(t) + J ell(t)-Il(s) K(s) dl1(s)
o
which is desired result (2.4). The proof is complete.
The following lemma gives a generalization of Bihari's inequality (cr. Bihari [ 1 l).
Lemma 3.2.3. Let T > 0 and 11: [0, T] -+ R+ be a continuous nondecreasing
function with 11(0) = O. Let u : [0, T 1 ... R, be a bounded Borel measurable
functions. Let g, f: IR+ -+ IR+ ( = [0. 00 1 ) be continuous functions with f strictly
increasing, g nondecreasing and g(v) > 0 for v > O. Let Uo > 0 be a constant.
Assume the inequality
t
f(u(t)) s Uo + J g(u(s)) dl1(s)
o
holds for all 0 s t s T. Then the inequality
u(t) s f-1( Q-1(Q(uo) + Il(t)))
remains valid for alIOS t S T·. where
(3.2.5)
(3.2.6)
v
Q(v) = J ~: '
e g(f (s))
r-1 and Q-1 denote the inverse mappings of f and n respectively,
E > O. V > 0 (3.2.7)
T· = max{ t: Q(uo) + l1(t) s Q(f(oo)), 0 ~ t ~ T}
Proof. For all t E [0. ~ 1, define
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t
wet) = Uo + J g(u(s)) d~(s)
o
Then
f(u(t)) ~ wet) and u(t) ~ f-1(w(t))
By the fundamental theorem of calculus, we have
t
Q(w(t)) - Q(uo) = J -1 1 g(u(s)) d~(s)
o g(f (w(s)))
t
s J d~(s) = ~(t)
o
which is (3.2.6) with a change of dummy variable. The proof has been comple
Lemma 3.2.4. Let u(.) and v(.) be non-negative integrable functions defir on
[0, T]. Then the inequality
t
u(t) - u(s) s - J vet) u(t) dr, for all 0 s s < t ~ T (3.:
s
impliesthat
t
u(t) s u(O) exp{ - J vet) dt },
o
O~t~T (3.:;
Proof. Suppose (3.2.9) is false. Then there exists a ta, 0 < ta ~ T, such that
to
u(ta) > u(O)exp{ - J vet) dr }
o
(3.2 )
Define
1
tl = sup { t s to: u(t) ~ u(O)exp( - J v('t) dt ) }
o
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Clearly, we have 0:::; t1 < to. It follows from (3.2.8) that u(t) is non-increasir
Hence, we deduce
u(tt) ~ limu(t) s
tttl
On the other hand, we have
tl
uCO)exp{ '- J vet) dt }
o
(3.2.11)
tl
u(t) > u(O)exp{ - J vet) dt }, t1 < r s to
o
Consequently, we yield by (3.2.8) that
to s
u(ta) - u(tt) < - J v(s) uCO)exp{ - J vet) dt }ds
tl 0
to
= uCO)exp{ - J vCt) dt }
o
t1
- uCO)exp{ - J vCt) dt }
o
This, together with (3.2.10), yields
tl
u(t1) > u(O)exp{ - J vet) dt }
o
which is in contradiction with (3.2.11). The lemma has been proved.
Remark 3.2.5. The inequality
t
u(t) s u(O) - J vet) u(t) dt , for alIOS rs T
o
cannot imply inequality (3.2.9), even though we have the well-known Gronwal
Bellman inequality( cf. Bellman and Cooke [1), namely, we have
t
u(t) S u(O)exp{ J vet) dt },
o
OStST
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if
t
u(t) s u(O) + Jvet) u(t) dt, for all 0 s t sT
o
The following lemma is the useful stochastic Gronwall-Bellman inequality.
Lemma 3.2.6. Let P be a finite stopping time. Suppose (A(t»~~p is a non-
decreasing continuous adapted process such that A(O) = 0 and A(p) ~ N = constant
a.s. and (X(t»()$~p is a non-decreasing progressive process. If
't
E X(t) s Xo + E f Xes) ciA(s)
o
for any stopping time t with 0 ~ t ~ T, where Xo is a constant, then we have
(3.2.12)
EX(p) S xoeN (3.2.13)
Proof. For arbitrarily given integer n such that Nln < 1, define stopping times
cro:= 0
cri:= inf Lt > cri: A(t) - A(cri) > Nz'n ] /\ T, 1 ~ i ~ n
Set
Xi = EX(cri),
By induction, we can prove
Xi s Xo I( 1 - E )i,
where E = N/n. Indeed, we have
i = 1,2, ... , n
i = 1,2, ... , n (3.2.14)
0'1
Xo + E J Xes) dA(s) s
o
0'1
Xo + EJ X(crl) dA(s)
o
which means
Xl s xo/(1 - E)
We now suppose (3.2.14) holds for i= 1,2, ..., m. Then
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xm+l Xes) dA(s)
m+t
s Xo + LE
i=l
m+lf X(O'i)dA(s) s Xo + L Xi
i..l
It follows immediately that
m
Xo E ~ Xo
xm+l s 1 -E + 1 -E ~ xi ~ (1 )m+l
1-1 -f,
So we have proved (3.2.14). Noticing O'n= P a.s., we get
EX(p) s xo( 1- N/n rn
Letting n -+ 00, we deduce
EX(p) ~ Xo eN
which is the desired assertion.
3.3. STOCHASTIC STABILITY
Consider the following SIES
m
X = Xo + ~ Fi(X).Mi
1-1
(3.3.1)
where Xo E Rn and Mi ( 1~~) are semimartingales with Mi(O) = O. We always
assume that Fi (1~~m) satisfy the conditions of the existence and uniqueness of the
solutions discussed in Chapter 1. Denote this solution by X(xo) = (X(xo' t) )~.
It is clear that X(xo) is a semimartingale satisfying the initial condition X(xo' 0) = Xo
a.s. Furthermore, we also suppose Fi(O) = 0 for all1 ~ i~m. We then have
X( 0) = 0 which will be called the zero solution or the trivial solution.
We now give the definitions of stochastic stability as follows:
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Definition 3.3.1. The zero solution is said to be
(1) stochastically stable if for any r » 0 and e > 0 there exists a 0 = oCr.e) such
that for any XoE So.
P{ (0: IX(xo. t) I < r for all t ~ O} > 1 - e (3.3.2)
(2) stochastically asymptotically stable if the zero solution is stochastically
stable as well as for any e> 0 there exists a positive 0 = o(e) such that
P{ (0: lim Ixo., t) I = O} > t-e
t-+oo
(3.3.3)
for any XoE So;
(3) stochastically globally asymptotically stable if the zero solution is
stochastically stable and
P{ 0): lim Ixo., t) I = O} = 1
t-+oo
(3.3.4)
nfor all XoER.
We now begin to prove our first theorem about the stochastic stability.
Theorem 3.3.2. Let Mi (1~i~) E JtXJ with Mi(O) = 0 and Fj E lP({ak}. K),
where 1sp < 00, K > 0 and {ak}is a sequence of positive real numbers. Then the
zero solution is stochastically stable.
Proof. Set 0 < b < 1/( m Cp K ). By Lemma 1.3.8. there exist a number of
stopping times {Tk}O~l with 0 = To ~ Tl ~ ... ~Tl = 00 a.s. such that Tk > Tk-1 on
{Tk-l < oo] and
Tk- Tk 1
II M. - M. - IIuoo s b for all 1 s ism and 1 s k s I1 1 ..
In the same way as the proof of Corollary 1.3.9 we can prove
IXo I al -1II X(xo) ILnD = II X(xo)T1-IIInD S ~----=~v: 't'" I-mCK'O,-lp
(3.3.5)
for all XoE Rn, where
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1 -mbCpK
and ( a1 - 1 )/( a - 1) = I if a = 1. Therefore, using Chebyshev's inequality
a =
and Holder's inequality we deduce, for any r > 0,
1
P{ Cl) : s~ Ixo., t) I ~ r l S r II X(xo) 114'1
1 1 IXo I a1 -1S r" X(xo)llqjl Sr' 1 -mCpK' a -1
which implies that the zero solution is stochastically stable immediately. The proof
(3.3.6)
is complete.
In order to give other theorems about the stochastic stability we will need some
notations. Denote by C2.1(Q x 14) the family of all functions Vex, t) : Q x R, -+ R+
which have continuous second partial derivatives in x and first partial derivative in t,
where Q is an open subset of Rn. IfVex, t) E C2.1(Q x Ri), we set
a avx(x, t) = (~V(x, t), ... , ~ Vex, t) )uX1 uXn
a2
and Vxx(x, t) = (a a '!V (x, t) )nxn
X. X.
1 J.
Let X denote the set of all nondecreasing functions 11 : R, -+ R, such that !l(r) > a
for all r >a. Define stopping times
Tr = Tr(xo) = inf'[ t ~ 0: IX(xo' t) I~r }
and
tr = tr(xo) = inf] t ~ 0: Ix«; t) IS r l
for r > 0 and Xo E Rn. We will also need the following hypotheses.
(H1) Mi (l~i~) are continuous semimaningales with Mi(a) = 0 and
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t
C C J<Mi, Mj>(t) = mij(S) ciA(s),
o
where A is a continuous nondecreasing adapted process and mij (lSi, jsm) are a
integrable adapted processes with respect to A.
t ~ 0, i, j = I, 2, ...,m
(H2) There exist functions Vex, t) E C2•1(Sh x R+) (h > 0), G: X_. ;p an
Jl E X satisfying the following conditions:
(1) )1(lxl)s Vex, t) for all (x, t) E Rn x ~;
(2) V(O,O) = 0;
(3) for any XoE Sh and any bounded stopping time S,
rn SI\ r,
E{ '? J Vx(X(xo• s), A(s)) F;(X(xo))(s) d1\l£;(s)}
1=1 0
SI\Th
S E J G(X(xo))(s) dA(s) < 00
o
SI\Th
provided J Vx(X(xo' s), A(s)) Fi(X(xo»(s) dMi(S) (1Si~) are integrable;
o
(4) for any XoE Sh and t ~ 0,
IL vrxo., t), t) 1])O.Thnet) S 0 a.s.
where
1 m
+ 2'L milt) (Fi(X(xo»(t»)' Vxx(X(xo' t), t) Fj(X(xo»(t)
ij-t
(H3) There exist functions Vex, t) E C2,1(Sh)(~) (h> 0), G: X_. ;p and
)1, 'Y E X satisfying the following conditions:
(1) )1(lxl)S vex, t) for all (x, t) E Rn x ~;
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(2) lim Vex, t) = 0 uniformly in t E Ri;x...o
(3) for any XoE Sh and any bounded stopping times Sand T with S ~ T a.s.,
TI\Th
E{ t J V.(X(x", s), A(s)) Fi(X(xO))(s) dMj(s) }
1=1 SI\Th
TI\Th
s E J G(X(xo))(s) dA(s) < 00
SI\Th
TI\Th
provided J Vx(X(xo' s), A(s)) Fi(X(xo))(s) dMi(s) (1~i~m) are integrable;
SI\Th
(4) for any a E (0, h), XoE Sh- & and t ~ 0,
II... V(X(xo' n, t) lno. 'taI\Thll(t) s - yea) 1I.no. 'taI\ThU(t) a.s.
We now have the following several theorems about the stochastic stability.
Theorem 3.3.3. Assume hypotheses (Hl) and (ill) hold. Then the zero
solution is stochastically stable.
Proof. It is clear that for any e > 0 and r> 0 (r < h) there exists a 8 = 8(E, r) with
o < 8 < r such that
1- sup V(xo' 0) ~ ~(r)e xoESa
We now let XoE Shbe arbitrary and define
m tI\ Th
Uk = kl\inf{ t ~ 0: IL J Vx(X(Xo' s), A(s)) Fi(X(xo))(s) dMi(s)' ~ k }
i-I 0
(3.3.7)
for k = I, 2, .... It is obvious that Uk is a bounded stopping time and li t 00
a.s. Using Ito's formula and hypotheses (H2) we get
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E V(X(xo, Tr/\Uk), A(Tr/\Uk))
Thl\l1c
s V(xo,O) + E J II..vrxo., s), s) dA(s) ~ V(xo,O)
o
By Fatou's convergence lemma and letting k -+ 00, we get
E {vrx«; Tr), A(Tr)) 1{Tr< co}} ~ V(xo,O)
However, we also have
E {vrx«; Tr), A(fr)) l{Tr < co}} ~ !l(r) P{ Tr < 00 }
These, together with (3.3.7), imply
P{Tr<oo} s E
i.e.
P{ IX(xo, t) I< r for all t ~ O} ~ 1 - E
which completes the proof.
Theorem 3.3.4. Let hypotheses (H1) and (H3) hold. Assume
(H4) lim A(t) = 00 a.s.
t-seo
Then the zero solution is stochastically asymptotically stable.
Proof. By Theorem 3.3.3, for any E> 0 there exists a 0 = O(E) > 0 such that
P{ Ixo., t) I< h for all t ~ O} ~ 1 - EIS, Xo E So
For any fixed Xo E So' let 0 < Cl < ~ < IXo Iarbitrarily. Define
m tI\'tal\Th
Uk = k/\inf{ t ~ 0: IL J V,JX(xo• s), A(s)) )(
i-1 0
xFi(X(xo))(S) dMi(S)' ~ k }
(3.3.8)
for k = 1.2,.... Clearly. Uk is a bounded stopping time and Uk t 00 a.s. Using
Ito's formula and hypothesis (H3) we deduce
o s E vrx«; Tr/\Sk), A(Tr/\Sk)) S
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'taAThAl\
~ V(xo,O) + E J ILvrx«; s), s) dA(s) ~ V(x )
o
s V(xo,O) - "(Cl) E A(taAThAUk)
Consequen t1y
E A(taAThAUk) s V(xo,O)/,,(Cl)
which, together with (H4), implies
P{ taATh < oo ] = 1
(3.3.9)
Notice, by (3.3.8),
P{ taA Th < oo ] ::; P{ ta < oo} + P{ Th < 00 }
s P{ ta < oo} + as
Thus
P{ ta < oo} ~ 1 - £/5
Hence, there exists a positive constant 9 = 9(Cl) such that
P{ 'Ta < 9} ~ 1 - 2£/5
Therefore
P{ 'Ta < ThA9} ~ p( {'Ta < e}n t r, = oo} )
~ P{ ta < 9} - P{ Th < oo} ~ 1 - 3£/5
Define the stopping times
(3.3.10)
if ro E {'Ta < el\Th}
otherwise
~ = inf[ t > ~: IX(Xo, t) I ~~}
and
m lAC
r, = inf{ t ~ ~: 16 [ V.(X(Xo• s), A(s)) F;(X(xo))(S) dM; I~i}
for i = 1,2, .... Clearly, rit 00 a.s. By Ito's formula and hyper .is (H3) we
can similarly deduce
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E V(X(xo' S/\Th/\t), A(S/\Th/\t»)
~ E V(X(xo' ~/\ri/\Th/\t), A(~/\ri/\Th/\t))
for all i = 1,2, ... and t >O. Letting i -+ 00 and t -+ 00, we obtain
E {V(X(xo, S/\Th), A(SATh») ll{~<ool}
~ E {V(X(xo' ~/\ Th), A(~/\ Th») ll{ ~< 00 l }
Consequently
E { V(X(xo' 'ta), A('ta») ll{ 'ta < el\Th l }
~ E { vrxo., ~),A(~)) ll{ ~ < 00 In{Th = 00 l }
We now let
Ba = sup] Vex, n : (x, t) E ~ x R, }
(3.3.11)
By hypothesis (2) of (H3) we have limo Ba = O. Hence, we can let a. so smalla...
that
Ba/'Y(~) < E/5
Then, it follows from (3.3.11) that
P({ ~ < 00 }n{Th = oo}) s Ba/'Y(~) < E/5
On the other hand,
P({ ~ < 00 }n{Th = oo}) ~ P{ ~ < oo} - P{Th < oo}
~ P{ ~ < oo} - E/5
Therefore
P{ ~< oo} < 2E/5
Consequently, by (3.3.10),
P{~ < 00 and ~ = co} ~ P{ ~ < oo} - P{ ~ < 00 }
e! P{ 'ta < ThAa} - 2£/5 > 1 - £
which means
P{ Cl) : lim Ixo., t) I s ~} > 1 - E
t-+oo
Since ~ is arbitrary we get
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P{ Cl) : lim IX(xo' t) I = O} ~ t - e
t-seo
The proof is complete.
The following theorem can be proved in the same way as Theorem 3.3.4.
Theorem 3.3.5. Let hypotheses (Hl) and (H3) with h = 00 hold. Assume
(H4) lim A(t) = 00 a.s.
t~oo
Then the zero solution is stochastically globally asymptotically stable.
We now give some examples to illustrate our results.
Example 3.3.6. Consider a one-dimensional linear SIES
t t
X(t) = Xo + f a(s) Xes) dA(s) + J b(s) Xes) dM(s),
o 0
where Xo E R, A is a one-dimensional continuous nondecreasing adapted process
such that A(O)= 0 and
t ~ 0 (3.3.13)
lim A(t) = 00 a.s.
t~oo
(3.3.14)
M is a one-dimensional continuous martingale such that M(O) = 0 and
t
<M, M>(t) = Jm(s) dA(s) (t ~ 0)
o
Assume a, b andm are all bounded predictable processes. Define
Vex, t) = x 2 and G(X(xo»(t) = aCt)Vx(X(xo' t), A(t» X(xo' t)
(3.3.15)
It is obvious that for any bounded stopping times Sand Twith S ~ T a.s. we have
T
E J V x(X(xo, s), A(s» { a(s) X(xo' s) dA(s) + b(s) X(xo, s) dM(s)} =
s
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T
= E J G(X(xo»(s) dA(s)
S
T
provided J Vx(X(xo' s), A(s») { a(s) xo., s) dA(s) + b(s) xo., s) dM(s) } is
S
integrable. We also have
ILV(XCxo' t), t) = {2 aCt) + b2(t) met) } X2(xo' t)
Hence, if 2 au) + b2(t) met) ~ 0 a.s. for all t ~ 0, Theorem 3.3.3 yields the zero
solution of Eq.(3.3.13) is stochastically stable. if 2 au) + b2(t) met) ~ - c a.s.
for all t ~ 0, where c is a positive constant, Theorem 3.3.5 yields the zero solution
of Eq. (3.3.13) is stochastically globally asymptotic all y stable.
Example 3.3.6. Consider the following two-dimensional SIES
X = Xo + F1(X).A + F2(X).M (3.3.16)
where Xo E R2, A is a one-dimensional continuous nondecreasing adapted process
with A(O) = 0 and M is a one-dimensional continuous martingale such that M(O) = 0
and
t
(M, M)(t) = J S dA(s) (t ~ 0)
o
(3.3.17)
and
X1(t) 2 X2(t)
- 1+ t + t X2(t) --1+t
F1(X)(t) = F2(X)(t) =X2(t) 2 Xt(t)-- - t X1(t)1+t 1 + t
Let
Vex, t) = (1 + t) 1 x 12
and
G(X(xo»)(t) = Vx(X(xo' o, A(t)) F1 (X(xo»)(t)
We then have, for any bounded stopping times Sand T with S ~ T a.s., that
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T
E J Vx(X(xo, s), Ats) { F1(X(xo»(s).dA(s) + F2(X(xo»(s).dM(s) }
S
T
= E J G(X(xo)(S) dA(S)
s
T
provided J Vx(X(xo' s), A(s» { F1(X(xo»(s) dA(s) + F2(X(xo»(s) dM(s) } is
s
integrable. We also have
IL I) 12 2 1 12 t (1+t2)1xo., t) 12 s 0V(X(Xo,n, t) = X(xo' t - X(xo' t) +-~
(1+t)
Therefore, by Theorem 3.3.3, the zero solution of Eq.(3.3.16) is stochastically
stable.
3.4. STOCHASTIC BOUNDEDNESS
In this section we will consider the same Eq.(3.3.1). However we do not require
Fi(O)= 0 (l~~m). We first give the definitions of stochastic boundedness.
Definition 3.4.1. The solutions of Eq.(3.3.1) will be said to be
(1) stochastically bounded if for any 0 > 0 and E > 0 there exists a positive
number b = b(o, E) such that for any XoE S~),
P{ (J): IX('X>,t) I < b for all t ~ O} > 1-£ (3.4.1)
(2) stochastically ultimately bounded if the ... solutions are
stochastically bounded as well as for any e- 0 there exists a positive b = b(e)
such that
P{ (J): lim Ixo.; t) I s b} > 1-£
t-+oo
(3.4.2)
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We denote by V the set of all nonincreasing functions v : (0, 00) -+ (0, 00).
We also need following hypotheses.
(H5) There exist functions vex, t) E C2.1(Rn x Rr), G: X -+ {J> satisfying
the following conditions:
(1) 0 s Vex, t) for all (x, t) E Rn x ~;
(2) Ix~~ Vex, t) = 00 uniformly in t E ~;
(3) for any XoE Rn and bounded stopping time S,
rn S
E{LJ Vx(X("o •• ). A(.») F,(X(xo))(') dMi(') }
1=1 0
S
s E J G(X(xo»(s) dA(s) < 00
o
S
provided J Vx(X(xo, s), A(s») Fi(X(xo»(s) dMi(s) (1~i~) are integrable;
o
(4) for any XoE Rn and t ~ 0,
ILvoco., t), t) s 0 a.s.
(H6) There exist functions U(x, t) E C2.1«Rn_Sa) x R+) (Ocucec), F: X-+
{J> and v E Vwhich satisfy the following conditions:
(1) 0 $U(x, t) for all (x, t) E (Rn -Sa) x R+;
(2) Ix~~ U(x, t) = 00 uniformly in t E ~;
(3) for any XoE (Rn -Sa) xR, and bounded stopping time S,
m S
E{ r.J Ux(X("o •• ). A(.») F,(X("o»(s) dMi(s) }
1-1 0
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s
s E J F(X(xo))(s) ciA(s) < 00
o
T
provided J Ux(X(xo' s), A(s)) Fi(X(xo)(s) dMi(s) (l$i~) are integrable;
S
(4) for any h E (a,oo), Xo E Sh- s.a and t ~ 0,
tU(X(xo, t), t) Ina. 'taI\Thn(t) $ - v(h) Ina. 'taI\Thn(t) a.s.
where
(H7) There exist functions V(x, t) E C2•1(Rn )( ~) (h > 0), G: X -+ [P and
11E X satisfying the following conditions:
(1) 0 ~ V(x, t) $ 11(lxl)for all (x, t) E Rn )(Rt;
(2) Ix~~ Vex, t) = 00 uniformly in t E Rt;
(3) for any XoE Rn and bounded stopping times S and T with S $T a.s.,
m T
E{? I Vx(X(Xo' s), A(s») Fi(X(Xo)}(S)dMj(s) }
1== 1 S
T
s E J G(X(xo))(S) dA(S) < 00
s
T
provided J Vx(X(xo' s), A(s)) Fi(X(xo))(s) dMi(s) (1$i~) are integrable;
S
(4) for any XoE Rn and t ~ 0,
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ILvrx«; t), o s 0 a.s.
We now begin to prove our theorems about the stochastic boundedness.
Theorem 3.4.2. Assume (H1) and (H5) hold. Then the solutions of Eq.(3.3.1)
are stochastic bounded.
Proof. For any 0 > 0, set
K(o) = sup V(x,O)
xeSs
Clearly, K(o) < 00. By conditon (2) of (H4), for any e » 0 there exists a positive
number b = bee, 0) > 0 such that
Vex, t) > K(o)/e for all (x, t) E (Rn-Sb)x~ (3.4.3)
In the same way as the proof of Theorem 3.3.3 we can prove
v«; 0) ~ E {vrx«;Tb), A(Tb)) ll.{Tb < oo} }
~ ~(r)P{ Tb< 00 }
for all Xo E SS, which, together with (3.4.3), implies
P{Tb < oo} s e
i.e.
P{ IX(xo' t) I< b for all t ~ O} ~ 1 - e
which completes the proof.
Theorem 3.4.3. Assume (H1), (H4), (H6) and (H?) hold. Then the solutions of
Eq.(3.3.1) are stochastically ultimately bounded.
Proof. We first prove that for any ERn,
P{ 'Ca < oo} = 1 (3.4.4)
It is enough to prove it for Xo e Rn - Sa. For any Xo E Rn - Scx' let h > Ixol. By
condition (H6) we can similarly prove
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~ U(xo,O) - v(h) E A(to./\ Th/\t) (3.4.5)
for all t ~ O. It follows immediately from (3.4.5) and condition (H4) that
P{ to./\ Th < oo} = 1 (3.4.6)
On the other hand, it also follows from (3.4.5) and (3.4.6) that
U(xo,O) ~ EU(X(xo,to./\Th),A(to./\Th))
~ E {U(X(xo' Th), A(Th)) 1l{ Th < 'tex} }
By condition (2) of (H6) we deduce
P{Th < to.} = 0
which, together with (3.4.6), implies desired (3.4.4).
\Ve now prove condition (2) of Definition 3.4.1. Let XoE Rn be arbitrary.
For any E.> 0, by condition (2) of (H7) there exists a number bts) > a such that
Vex, t) > T\(a)/£ for all (x, t) E (Rn-Sb)xR+ (3.4.7)
Define stopping time
~ = inf] t ~ to. : Ixo., t) I~b }
Using condition (H7) we can prove
Evrx«; ~/\t), A(~/\t)) s Evrxo., to./\t), A(to./\t))
for any t > O. Thus, it follows by letting t -+ 00 and using Fatou's convergence
lemmathat
E V(X(xo' S), A(~)) 1l{ ~ < eo ] s E V(X(xo' to.)' A(to.))
which and (3.4.7) yield
P{ ~< oo} < e
This means
P{ o : lim IX(xo' t) I s b} > 1-£
t-+oo
We have completed the proof since the solutions are stochastically bounded by
Theorem 3.4.2.
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3.5. EVENTUAL ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY
In this section we will apply the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral inequalities obtained in
section 3.2 to prove some sufficient conditions for the eventual asymptotic stabilities of
solutions of weakly nonlinear SIES. Let N is a continuous local martingale with
(N) = (N, N) determinate ( non-stochastic ). For the convenience, we use
Nt = N(t) and (N)t = (N)(t). Consider the following SIES
t t
X(t) = Xo + J A Xes) d(N)s + J f(X(s), s) d(N)s
t t
+ f G(X(s), s) dNs + J g(X(s), s) dNs (3.5.1)
where t ~ ta ~ 0, Xo is an n-dimensional Cf to-measurable random variable with
E Ixol2 < 00, A = (aij)nxn is a constant matrix, f, G, g E C(RnxRt., R") are
sufficiently smooth for the existence and uniqueness of the solutions discussed in
Chapter I.
Let X(t, ta, xo) denote the solutions of Eq.(3.5.1) existing in the right of ta. We
assume El X(t, ta, xo) 12< 00. We will also assume that f(O, t) = G(O, t) = g(O,t) =° for all t ~ 0. So Eq.(3.5.1) admits a trivial solution or zero solution.
introduce the concept of the eventual asymptotic stability in mean square.
We first
Definition 3.5.1. The trivial solution of Eq.(3.5.1) is said to be eventually
uniformly asymptotically stable in mean square if
(1) for arbitrary e> 0, there exist 0 = OCE) > 0 and a = ete) > 0 such that
E IXCt,ta, xo)12< e for all t ~ to provided E Ixol2s O(e) and ta ~ aCE);
(2) there exist two positive numbers ~o and 'to such that for arbitrary 1'\ > 0 there
exists a T = T(ll) such that E IX(t, ta, xo)12< 1'\ for all t ~ ta + T provided E Ixol2 ~ ~o
and ta ~ 'to'
We then have the following theorems.
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Theorem 3.5.2. Assume that
(1) all characteristic roots of A have negative real parts;
(2) a ~ ~g((N)t+l - ~N)t) s ~ ((N)t+l - (N)t) s (1
where a and ~ are strictly positive constants;
(3) for arbitrary E> 0, there exists T(E) > 0 such that
1G(x, t) 12 s..EIxl2 for all t ~ T(E) and x E Rn
(4) 1f(x, t) 12V 1g(x, t) 12 s yet) for all x E Rn and t ~ 0, where y :n, -+ n,
is a continuous function such that t ret) -+ ° as t -+ 00, here
H1
ret) = J 'Y(s) d(N)s
t
Then the trivial solution of Eq.(3.5.1) is eventually uniformly asymptotically stable in
mean square. Inparticular, we have
lim E 1X(t, to, xo) 12 = 0 if E Ixol2 < 00 and to ~ 0
t-+oo
Proof. Set X(t) = X(t, to, xo). By Theorem 2.4.1, we have
X(t) = exp( A ( (N)t - (N)lo ) ) Xo
t
+ J exp( A ( (N)t - (N}s ) ) f(X(s), s) d(N)s
to
t
+ J exp( A ( (N\ - (N}s ) ) G(X(s), s) dNs
to
t
+ J exp( A ( (N)t - (N)s) ) g(X(s), s) dNs
to
By hypothesis (1), there exist two positive constants a and c such that
(3.5.2)
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2 c )I exp( A ( (N)t - (N)lo ) ) I s 4' exp( - a ( (N)t - (N)lo ) (3.5.3)
for all t ~ to ~ O. Choose T = max{ T(a/2c), 1}. Let to ~ T and E Ixol2< 00.
For t ~ to. we have
El xro 12 SeE Ixol2exp( - a ( (N)t - (N)to ) )
t
+ ; J exp( - a ( (N)t - (N)s ) ) E 1Xes) 12d(N)s
to
t
+ C ( (N\ - (N)to + 1 ) f exp( - a ( (N)t - (N)S ) ) yes) d(N)s
to
here the equality
( cf. Yan [ 11 ) has been used. Hence
exp( a (N)t ) E 1X(t) 12 s c E Ixol2exp( a (N)to )
t
+ ~ J exp( a (N)s) E 1Xes) 12d(N)s
to
t
+ C ( (N\ - (N)to + 1) J exp( a (N)s ) yes) d(N)s
to
By Lemma 3.2.2, we then have
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t
+ C ( (N)t - (N)to + 1 ) J exp( - ~ «N)t - (N)s ) ) yes) d(N)s (3.5.4)
to
However, by hypothesis (2), we have
( t - S - 1 ) n s (N), - (N)s s (t - s + 1 ) I3
for all t ~ s ~ O. Thus it follows form (3.5.4) that
t
Jan+ (c + c(l( t - to + 1 ) ) exp( - T (t - S - 1) ) yes) d(N)s
to
(3.5.5)
By changing the order of the integration, we have
t
Janexp( T ( S + 1) ) res) ds
t -1o
=
t s-t
J exp( a~ ( S + 1) ) {J y(v) d(N)v} ds
~-1 s
t v
~ J { J exp( T ( S + 1) ) ds } "f(v) d(N)v
to v-1
t~ J eaa.sl2 yes) d(N)s
to
Hence, we deduce from (3.5.5) that
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t
+ (c + c~( t - to + 1) ) -= J
to-1
aa. )exp( - - (t - s) res) ds
2
(3.5.6)
But
t
J
t -1o
an
exp( - T (t - s) ) res) ds
tl2
~ J
o
an
exp( - T (t - s) ) res) ds +
t
Janexp( - T (t - s) ) res) dsvz
s <1>(1)2.. e-aat/4 + <1>(t/2+ 1)2.
an an
where <1>(t)= suplf'(s) : t - 1 ~ s < eo ] for t ~ 1. Hence, we have that
+ 2.. c (1 + ~(t - t + 1 ) ) eaa {<1>(1)e-aat/4 + <1>(t/2+ 1)}an 0
~o as t-s ee
here condition (4) has been used. This proves the trivial solution of Eq.(3.5.1) is
eventually uniformly asymptotically stable in mean square and that
Hence, for any 10 ~ 0 and E Ixol2 < 00, we have
lim E 1xo, to, Xo) 12 = lim El xo, T, X(T, to.xo» 12 = 0HOO HOO
since we have E 1X(t, to. xo) 12< 00. This completes the proof.
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Theorem 3.5.3. Assume that all the conditions in Theorem 3.5.2 are satisfied
except condition (3) which is replaced by
(3') 1G(x, t) 12 ~ A(t) w( Ixl2 ) for all x E Rn and t ~ 0, where w is a
nonnegative nondecreasing concave function such that w(V)> 0 for v > 0 and
J dt
0+ wet)
is divergent, and ACt)is a nonnegative integrable function with respect to (N) such that
J A(s) d(N)s < 00
o
Then the trivial solution of Eq.(3.5.1) is eventually uniformly asymptotically stable in
mean square.
Proof. Using (3.5.2), (3.5.3) and the assumptions of the theorem, we have
t
El X(t) 12 s c E IXol2 + c J A(S) w( E 1Xes) 12) d(N)s
to
t
+ (c + c~( t - to+ 1 ) ) J exp( - an ( t - s - 1) ) yes) d(N)s
to
for all t ~ 10 ~ 0 and E IXol2< 00. If t ~ 10 ~ 1t it is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1
(3.5.7)
to prove
t
(c + c~( t - to+ 1 » J exp( - ac ( t - s - 1) ) yes) d(N}s
to
~ ;n (1 + ~(t - to+ 1 ) ) e2aa { <1>(1) e-aaV2 + cI>(t/2+ 1) }
s <1>·(10) (3.5.8)
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where
<1>*(10)= sup (~ ( 1 + ~( t - to + 1 ) ) e2acx{<1>(1)e-acxt/2 + <1>(t/2+ 1) } )
Qto an
and <1>is defined as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. It is clear that <1>*(10)-+ 0 as to -+
since t <1>(t)-+ 0 as t -+ O. Hence. it follows from (3.5.7) that
t
El X(t) 12 ~ c E Ixol2 + <1>*(to)+ C J A_(s)w( El Xes) 12) d(N)s
to
for all t ~ 10~ 1. Therefore. by Lemma 3.2.3. we get
t
El xo: 12 ~ Q-l ( Q( c E IXol2 + <1>*(10))+ c J A(s) d(N}s)
to
(3.5.9)
where Q-l is the inverse of Q. and Q is defined by
v
J dtQ(v) = -,wet)
e
v z O, e> 0
Now. we choose E Ixol2 and <1>·(to) small enough so that Q( c E Ixol2 + <1>·(to»)will
be as large and negative as we desire ( it will approach - 00 arbitrarily). Then the
right-hand side of (3.5.9) can be made arbitrarily small for all t ~ to' This prove that
condition (1) of Definition 3.5.1 holds.
We shall further show condition (2) of Definition 3.5.1. Since condition (1) of
Definition 3.5.1 holds. there exist positive constants 00. to and K such that
for all t ~ to
whenever E Ixol2 s 00 and to ~ 'to.
assumptions of the theorem, we then get
Using (3.5.2), (3.5.3), (3.5.8) and the
El X(t) 12 ~ c E Ixol2exp( - aa( t - to - 1) )
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t/2
+ c J exp( - aa( t - S - 1) ) A(S)w(K) d(N)s
o
1
+ C J exp( - aa( t - S - 1) ) A(s) w(K) d(N)s
t/2
t
+ (c + c~( t - to + 1 » J exp( - au ( t - S - 1) ) yes) d(N)s
to
~ c E Ixol2exp( - aa( t - to - 1) )
co
+ c w(K) exp( - aa(t/2 - 1) ) J A(s) d(N)s
o
co
+ c w(K) eaa J A(s) d(N)s
l/2
+ ~ (1 + ~(t - t + 1 ) ) e2aa {<1>(1) e-aat/2 + <I>(t/2+ 1)}aa 0
-+ 0 as t -+ 00
which completes the proof.
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3.6. EXPONENTIAL STABILITY
As we know, Lyapunov [ 1 1 in 1892 published his famous monograph "Probleme
general de la stabilite du mouvement" in which he founded the theory of characteristic
exponents that today bear his name. The original intention of Lyapunov was to
determine criteria for the stability (of the origin x = 0) of
x = A(t) x, (3.6.1)
and to conclude from the stability of Eq.(3.6.1) the stability for the nonlinear system
x = A(t) x + f(t, x) , (3.6.2)
Hasminskii [ 2 1 (see also his book [ 3 ] ) studied the stability of the origin of the linear
stochastic differential equation
m
dx = Ax dt + L Bi x 0 dWi '
i= 1
n
x(O) = Xo E R (3.6.3)
which might be regarded as a stochastic perturbed system of Eq. (3.6.1). He gave a
necessary and sufficient criterion for asymptotic stability of Eq.(3.6.3) which opened a
new chapter in stochastic stability theory, Arnold, OeljekJaus and Pardoux [ 1 1
studied more systematically the almost sure and moment stability for Eq. (3.6.3).
In this section we will consider the following problems, Given a stable stochastic
linear system
t
X(t) = Xo + JA X(t) d(N)s ,
to
(3.6.4)
where A is an nxn constant matrix, N = ( Nt) is a continuous local martingale with
No = 0 and Xo:n-+ R" is g; to-measurable with El Xo12 < 00, Assume that some
parameters are excited or perturbed (environment noise), and the perturbed system has
the form
t
X(t) = Xo + J A Xes) d(N)s +
to
t
J G( X(s). s ) dNs ,
to
(3.6.5)
where G : Rnx14xQ -+ R" is sufficiently smooth for the existence and uniqueness of
the solutions and El X(t, to, xo) 12 < 00 for all t ~ to (cf. Chapter I), here Xu, to, xo)
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denotes the solution of Eq. (3.6.5). The question is: is Eq.(3.6.5) still stable? To
answer this question we have the following theorem which gives sufficient conditions
to show
- 1 2lim -t log E 1 X(t, to, xo) 1 s con st. < 0t~oo
i.e., Eq.(3.6.5) is exponentially stable in mean square.
Theorem 3.6.1. Assume:
(1) There exist two positive constants Cl and C2 such that
1 eAt 12 s Cl e-c2t, t ~ 0 (3.6.6)
(which is equivalent to assume that all characteristic roots of A have negative real
parts).
(2) For arbitrary E> 0, there exists a 'I'(e) > 0 such that
1 exp( - A (N)t ) G(x, t) 12 ~ E 1exp( - A (N)t ) x 12 a.s.
for all x E Rn and t ~ Tte),
(3) There exist positive constants ai and l3i (i = 1, 2) such that
(3.6.7)
a.s. t ~ 0 (3.6.8)
Then
-.- 1 2l!~T log El x«, to, xo) 1 s -c2 at
for all to ~ 0 and g:- to-measurable Xc with E IXo 12< 00.
(3.6.9)
Proof. For arbitrary E > 0, let 10 ~ T(E). By Theorem 2.4.1, we have
X(t) = exp{ A «N).t - (N}to) } Xc
t
+ J exp{ A «N}t - (N}s ) } G(X(s), s) dNs
to
for any stopping time t with to ~ t < 00 a.s. It means
't
exp( - A (N)t ) X(t) = exp( - A (N}to ) Xc + J exp( - A (N)s ) G(X(s), s) dNs
(3.6.10)
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Using Doob's martingale inequality (cf. Metivier [ 1 1, p. 55), we get
E { sup 1exp( - A (N}s) Xes) 12}
to~s~t
t
s c3 + 8 E J 1exp( - A (N}s ) G(X(s), s) 12d(N)s
to
t
s c3 + 8 e E J 1exp(- A (N}s) Xes) 12d(N)s
to
sup 1exp( -A (N)u ) X(u) 12d(N)s
to~u~s (3.6.11)
where c3 = 2 E 1 Xoexp( -A (N)to) 12. Applying Lemma 3.2.6 to (3.6.11), we get
E { sup 1 exp( -A (N}u ) X(u) 12} S c4 e8ea2t, t ~ to
to~u~t
where c4 = c3e 8e~2 . Hence,
(3.6.12)
El X(t) 12 s E { 1exp( A (N}t) 12 1exp( -A (N}t ) X(t) 12}
s E { cl exp( - c2 (N}t) 1 exp( -A (N}t ) xrn 12}
where Cs = clc4 eC2131 • It follows immediately that
provided to ~ T(e) and Xo is 9=' to-measurable with E 1 Xo 12 < 00. Finally, for
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o ~ to < T(E). we have
lim -t1 log El X(t, to, xo) 12
t-+oo
= lim -t1 log El X(t, T(E), X(f(E), to. xo) 12 ~ - C2at + 8Ea2
t-+oo
This means
for allto~ Oand 'fto-measurablexowithElxoI2 < 00. Letting E-+O. we get
which is just what we want to prove.
Let us now consider the more general SIES
t t
yet) = Xo + J F(y(s), s ) d(M)s + J G(Y(s), s ) dMs
t t
+ J f(y(s), s ) d(N)s + J g(y(s), s ) dNs,
to to
t~to(~O) (3.6.14)
where M, like N, is a continuous local martingale with Mo = 0 a.s. and F, a, f, g:
Rnx~xn -+ Rn are sufficiently smooth for the existence and uniqueness of the
solutions (cf. Chapter I ). Eq. (3.6.14) may regarded as a perturbed system of the
following equation
t t
X(t) = Xo + J F(X(s), s ) d(M)s + J G(X(s), s ) dMs
to to
(3.6.15)
Let yet) = Yet, to, xo) and X(t) = X(t, to, Xc) be the solutions of Eq. (3.6.14) and
(3.6.15), respectively. A natural question arises: under what conditions are the
stability properties of Eq. (3.6.15) shared by the solutions of Eq. (3.6.14)1 For this
we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.6.2. Suppose the solution of Eq. (3.6.15) satisfies
El X(t, to, xo) 12 ~ cl E 1Xo12 e-C2(t-to) , t ~ to (3.6.16)
for all sufficiently large to and 9=' to-measurable Xc with El Xo12 < 00, where Cl and
C2are positive constants. Furthermore, assume that for some functions A, B : ( 0, 00 )
-+ ( 0,00 ) :
(1) a.s. t>o (3.6.17)
(3) 1F(x,t) - F(y,t) 12V 1G(x,t) - G(y,t) 12 s L(t) 1X - Y 12 a.s. (3.6.18)
for all x, y ERn, t ~ 0, where L(t) is a nonnegative progressive process satisfying
t+t
sup {( (M)t+t - (M)t + 1) J L(s) d(M)} S B(t) a.s. 't > ° (3.6.19)
tzo s
t
(4) 1f(x,t) 12V 1g(x,t) 12 S 'Y(t) a.s. X ERn, t ~ ° (3.6.20)
where 'Y(t)is a nonnegative progressive process satisfying
Q(to) := sup {T'(s): to-l ~ s < oo ] S; c3 e-c4to
for all sufficiently large to, here c3' c4 are positive constants and
t+1
r(t):= E J yes) d(N)s
1
(3.6.21)
(3.6.22)
Then, for the solutions of Eq. (1.10), we have
-. 1 2l~1JJ T log El Yet, to, xo) I S -(c2 /\ c4)
for all to ~ 0 and 9=' to-measurable Xc with E 1Xo 12 < 00.
(3.6.23)
Proof. Step 1. We first prove
E { sup 1yes) - Xes) 12} s 4(t + 1) (A(t) + 4 ) Q(to) e16B('t) (3.6.24)
to~s~to+t
if to ~ 1, El Xo12 < 00 and t > O. Indeed, for any stopping time a with to S a
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~ to + t; we have
E { t:~~~1Y(s) - X(s) 12 }
a
s 4 E { ( (M)a - (M)to + 4) J L(s) 1yes) - Xes) 12d(M)s }
to
a
+ 4 E { ( (N)a - (N)to + 4) J yes) d(N)s }
to
where Cauchy's inequality and Doob's martingale inequality have been used. Hence
E { t:~r5cr 1yes) - Xes) 12 }
a
~ 16E { ( (M)to+t - (M)to + 1) J
to
L(v) {SUP 1yes) - Xes) 12} d(M)v }
to5s5v
to+t
+ 4 (A('t) + 1) E J y(s) d(N)s
to
Applying Lemma 3.2.6 to this, we get
to+t
s 4 (A('t) + 1) et 6B{'t) E J yes) d(N)s (3.6.25)
to
However, we have
to+t
J res) ds = E
to-l
toH s+1
J (J y(r) d(N)s ) ds
to-l s
by changing the order of integration. Hence, it follows from (3.6.25) that
•
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to+!
4 (A(t) + 1) eI6B(t) J res) ds
t -1o
s 4 (t + 1) (A(t) + 1) Q(to) e16B(t)
which is (3.6.24).
Step 2. For arbitrary e > O. choose T so large that conditions (3.6.16) and
(3.6.21) hold for all to ~ T and that log ( 2Cl )/T < e. Set 9 = c2l\q. From
(3.6.24) and (3.6.21) we obtain
E {. ;~( 1) 1Yet. nto. xo) - xu, nto. xo) 12} sCse-ento
nto-ts n+ to
for n = 1.2. ...• provided Xois g;nto -measurable with E 1Xo12< 00. where
Cs = 4(to+1)(A(to)+4)e16B(to)
Step 3. Now. let to ~ T and Xois g; to-measurable with E 1Xo12 < 00.
Without loss of any generality. we can assume et ~ 1. We now prove. by
induction. that
El yet. to. xo) 12 S 2nCtn (n Cs + E 1Xc 12 ) e-9(t - to) (3.6.27)
for t E [nto. (n+1)to 1. n = 1,2. ... . Indeed, for t E [to, 2to 1. we get from
(3.6.26) and (3.6.16) that
(3.6.26)
El Yet. to. xo) 12 S 2 E 1yet, to. xo) - xo, to. xo) 12+ 2E 1x«. to. xo) 12
S 2 Cs e-eto + 2 Ct E 1Xo12e-9(t-to)
S 2Ct (CS + ElxoI2)e-9(t-to)
which means (3.6.27) holds for n = 1. Assume (3.6.27) holds for n = m. Then
EIYm 12 ~ 2mCtm(mcS +Elxol2 )e-9mto
where Ym:= Y«m+1)to,to.xo). Therefore, for t E [(m+1)to. (m+2)tol. we
have
s 2 E 1Yet, (m+1)to. Ym) - xu, (m+1)to, Ym) 12+ 2E 1xo, (m+1)to. Ym) 12
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S 2 Cs e-9(m+1)to + (2 cdm+1 (m Cs + E 1Xc 12) e-emto - e[ t-(m+1)to]
s (2 cl )m+l { (m+l) Cs + El Xc 12} e-e(t-to)
(3.6.27) has been proved.
Step 4. It follows from (3.6.27) that
lim -t1 log El Yet, to, xo) 12
1-+00
~ log (2ct) / to - e S e - e (3.6.28)
provided to ~ T and Xois 9=' to-measurable with E 1 Xo12 < 00. For to E [0, T ) and
9=' to-measurable Xowith E 1 Xo12 < 00, we have
lim -t1 log E 1Yet, to, '(0) 12
t-+oo
S lim -t1 log El Yet, T, Y(T, to, xo)) 12 ~ e - e (3.6.29)
t-+oo
Letting e -+ 0 in (3.6.28) and (3.6.29), we get stated result (3.6.23). The proof is
cpmplete.
In Theorem 3.6.2, condition (1) means that Eq.(3.6.15) is exponentially stable.
Naturally, we may ask how to check this condition. Using the Lyapunov function,
we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.6.3. Assume:
(1) There exist two constants b > 0 and c ~ 0 such that
b ( t - s) - c ~ {M)t - (M), a.s. 0 ~ s ~ t < 00 (3.6.30)
(2) There exists a function Vex, t) : Rnx~ -+ R,with continuous second order
partial derivatives in x and first order partial derivative in t such that
(3.6.31)
and
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L V( x, (M)t - (M)s) := Vt( x, (M)t - (M)s) +
+ Vx(x, (M)t - (M)s)' G(x, t) + + G(x, t)T . Vxx( x, (M\ - (M)s) . G(x, t)
a.s. (3.6.32)
where c, ~, 'Y are positive constants.
Then the solutions ofEq.(3.6.15) satisfy
El x«, to' xo) 12 S ~ El Xo 12exp{ 1lc - bet - to) ]}, t ~ to (3.6.33)
for all to ~ 0 and and g:- to-measurable Xo with El Xo 12 < 00.
Proof. Fix to and Xo. Set
x(t) = X(to+t, to, Xo), met) = Mto+t - Mlo
hex, t) = F(x, to+t), k(x, t) = G(x, to+t), ~t = g; to+t
for 0 S t < 00. Then x(t) is the solution of the equation
t t
dx(t) = Xo + J hexes), s) d(m)s + J g(x(s), s) dmj, t ~ 0
o 0
where the stochastic integral is relative to { ~t }Q:(). By Ito's formula and assumptions
(3.6.31) and (3.6.32), we deduce
(3.6.34)
t
E V(x(t), (mh) - E V(x(o), (m)cr) = E J L Vexes), (m)s) d(m)s
e
t
s - 1 E J Vexes), (m)s) d(m}s
(J
(3.6.35)
for any {~t l-stopping times er and t with 0 S er S t < 00 a.s. Define
Tt := inf { s ~ 0: (m}s ~ r), t ~ 0
It is easy to check that Tt is a finite { ~t }-stopping time and (m)Tt = t. Hence,
from (3.6.35) we get
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Tt
E V( x(TU. t) - E V( x(Ts). S)'; - 1E J V(x(u). (m}u) d(m}u
Ts
t t
s - 1 E J V(x(Tu),u)du s - 1 J EV(x(Tu),u)du
s s
(3.6.36)
for all 0 ~ s ~ t < 00, here Lemma 3.2.1 has been used. An application of
Lemma 3.2.4 to (3.6.36) yields
E V( x(Tt), t) s E V( x(O), 0) exp( - 1 t )
t ~ 0 (3.6.37)
Now, for any t ~ 0, we have T(bt-c)VO ~ t by assumption (3.6.30). Thus, it
follows from (3.6.35) and (3.6.37) that
EV (x(t), (m)t) S E V( x(T(bt-c)VO)' (bt-c)vO)
S ~ElxoI2exp{ -1 {(bt-c)VO}} S ~ElxoI2exp{ -1 (bt-c)}
which implies immediately that
E' xo, to, xo) ,2 S ~ E' Xo,2 exp { ~ I c - b ( t -to) 1}, t ~ to
This is the stated result (3.6.33), and the proof is complete.
We now give some examples to illustrate our results.
Example 3.6.4. Let us first consider the following one-dimensional linear SIES
t t
xro = Xo - J a Xes) d(N)s + J bet) sine X(t) ) dNs' t ~ to (~ 0) (3.6.38)
to to
where a is a positive constant and bet) : I4 -+ R such that bet) -+ 0 as t -+ 00, and N is
a continuous local martingale. Suppose there exist positive constants (Xi and ~i (i = 1,
2) such that
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Cll t - ~l s (N)t s Cl2t + ~2 a.s. for all t ~ 0
Applying Theorem 3.6.1 to this equation, we deduce that the solutions satisfy
lim -t1 log E 1xo, to. xo) 12 s - 2aCll
t-+oo
In particular. if N is aWiener process, we have
lim -t1 log E 1X(t, to. xo) 12 s - 2a
t-+oo
Example 3.6.5. We now consider the two-dimensional SIES
t t
X(t) = Xo + J F(X(s). s ) d(M)s + J G(X(s). s ) dMs, t ~ toe ~ 0 ) (3.6.39)
to to
where
F(x, t) = G(x,t) =
(2 )
112 2
- t xl
(3.6.40)
and M is a continuous local martingale such that there exist two constants b > 0 and c
~ 0 such that
b (t - s) - c ~ (M)t - (M), a.s. 0 ~ S ~ t < 00
Set the Lyapunov function
Then we have
L V(x, (M)t - (M)s)
= - 2 xl( xl - t2x2 + t Xt3) - 2 x2( x2 + t2xl + t X23)
+ 2 t ( x14 + x24)
= - 2 ( x 12 + x22 )
Hence, by Theorem 3.6.3, we have
El X(t, to, xo) 12 s El Xo12 e2 I c - bet - to) 1, t ~ to
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Example 3.6.6. Suppose Eq.(3.6.39) is perturbed by environment noise, and the
perturbed system has the form
t t
yet) = Xo + J F(Y(s), s ) d(M)s + J G(Y(s), s ) dMs
t t
+ J f(Y(s), s ) ds + J g(Y(s), s ) dW s- t ~ to (~O) (3.6.41)
where W is a Wiener process, F and G are defined by (3.6.40) and
[
-sin ( x: )] [ cos ( x2) ]
f'(x, t) = e-t g(x, t) = e-2t
cos ( x2 ) - sin ( x /)
Application of Theorem 3.6.2 to this perturbed system, together with the conclusion of
Example 3.6.5, implies that
lim -t1 log E 1Yet, to, xo) 12 s - (2b/\2)
t-+oo
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Chapter IV
Comparison Theorems
4.1. INTRODUCTION
In the investigation of the solutions of stochastic integral equations. comparison
theorems are very powerful tools as in the case for deterministic ones. Many authors
like Anderson [ 1 ], Ikeda and Watanabe [ 1 ], Skorokhod [ 1 ], O'Brien [ 1 ], Gal'cuk
and Davis [ 1] have given several comparison theorems for the solutions of stochastic
differential equations. In this chapter we first study the comparison theorems between
a stochastic integral equation and a deterministic differential equation which are mainly
based on our paper published in 1986. We then give several comparison theorems
for the solutions of two stochastic integral equations with respect to semimartingales.
Several examples are worked out to illustrate our results.
4.2. COMPARISON THEOREMS BETWEEN SIES AND DETERMINISTIC
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Consider the following SIES
t m t
X(t) = Xo + J F(X)(s) ds + ~ J Fi(X)(s) dMi(s),
o 1-1 0
where Xo ERn, F and Fi (1~~m) : X -+ 9' satisfy the conditions for the existence
and uniqueness of the solutions discussed in Chapter I, Mi (1~~m) are continuous
semimartingales such that Mi(O) = 0 and
t~O (4.2.1)
t
<M~,M~>(t) = J mij(s) ds,
o
in which mij are all integrable adapted processes. Denote by X(t, xo) the solution of
Eq.(4.2.1).
t ~ 0, 1s i, j sm (4.2.2)
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We will also consider the following deterministic differential equation
{
d -1dt r(~ = Wet, f «o», to s t < 00
r(to) - TO (to ~ 0)
where ToE~, f E C2(~.~) is strictly increasing and convex, W E C(~x~,~)
and Wet, u) is nondecreasing and concave in u for each t. We assume there exists a
maximal solution, say ret, to, To), of Eq.(4.2.3) existing onRi,
(4.2.3)
We will need some notations. Define the operator
tU(X(t), t) = Ux(X(t), t) F(X)(t)
m
+ ~Lmi/t) ( Fi(X)(t) )' Uxx(X(t), t) FlX)(t)
ij=1
Let X E X and h > O. Define
"Ch = "Ch(X) = inf] t ~ 0: X(t) ¢ Sh}
and set Xh = X'th. We also need the following assumptions.
(Al) There exists a function V E C2.1<.S.hx~) such that
(1) for any xg s Shandt~O
{ (foV)l(Xh(t, xo), t) + r., (foV)(Xh(t, xo), t) } 111 0, 'th net)
s wCt, V(Xh(t, xo), t)) In 0, 'th net)
and
w«, V(Xh(t, xo)' t)) - (foV)l(Xh(t, xo)' t) ~ 0
where (foV) = f(V);
(2) for any XoE Sh, to ~ 0 and finite stopping time T with to sT a.s.
m T
E { ~ f (f 0V)x(Xh(s, xo)' s) Fi(Xh(xo))(s) dMi(s) } s 0
l~ 1 t
o
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T
provided J (f 0V)x(Xh(s, xo)' s) Fi(Xh(xo»)(s) dMi(s) (1$i~) are integrable.
to
(A2) There exists a function V E c2•1(RnxRt) such that
(1) for any xg e R'l and t z O
(foVMX(t,xo), t) + t(foV)(X(t, xo), t) ~ w«, V(X(t, xo), t») s KCt)
where K is a nonnegative integrable adapted process such that
t
E J KCs)ds < 00 for all t ~ 0
o
(2) for any XoERn, ta ~ 0 and finite stopping time T with to ~ T a.s.
T
provided J (f 0V)x(X(s, xo)' s) Fi(X(Xo»)(s)dMi(s) (1~i~m) are integrable.
to
We now prove the following comparison theorems.
Theorem 4.2.1. Assume (A1) holds. Then for any XoE Sh. to ~ 0 and 0 < p s h,
we have
E V(Xh(crl\t, xo)' crl\t) s r-t[ r( t, ta, E f( V(Xh(to. xo), ta) ) ) ]
for all t ~ to, where
o = cr(p, to) = inf { t ~ to: Xh(t, xo) ¢ ~}
Particularly. we have
E V(XhCt,xo), t) s f-t[ r( t, ta, E f( V(Xh(to. xo)' to) ) ) ] , t ~ to (4.2.5)
(4.2.4)
Proof. Since (4.2.5) follows from (4.2.4) by taking p = h, it is enough to prove
(4.2.4). It follows from (4.2.1) that
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t m t
Xh(t) = Xo + J F(Xh)(s) In 0, 'th 11(s)ds + ~ J Fi(Xh)(S) 1n0, 'th 11(t)dMi(s)
o 1=1 0
Define stopping times
m t
Tk = inf] t ~ to: 'L J (f 0 V)x(Xh(s, xo)' s) Fi(Xh(xo))(s) dMi(S)' ~ k )
i= 1 to
for k = 1, 2, ... . It is clear that Tk t 00 a.s. By Ito's formula and assumption (A 1),
we deduce
E f [V(Xh(crAtATk' xo), crAtATk) 1 s E f [V(Xh(to' Xo), to) 1
o;\t;\Tk
+ E j {(foVMXh(s, Xo)' s) + t (foV)(Xhcs, Xo)' s) 1u 0, 'th nCs)} ds
to
O;\t;\Tk
s E f [V(Xh(to, xo)' to) 1 + E J W(s, VCXh(s, xo)' s)) ds
to
It follows by letting k ... 00 and using Fatou's lemma that
E f [V(Xh(crAt, xo), crAt) 1
o;\t
s E f [V(Xh(ta, Xo), to) 1 + E J W(s, V(Xh(s. Xo)' s)) ds
to
t
~ E f [V(Xh(ta. Xo), to) ] + E JW(s, V(Xh(ol\s, Xo)' ol\s)) ds
to
Applying Jensen's inequality and Fubini's theorem to this we get
f [ EV(Xh(ol\t, xo), crAt)] s
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t
s E f [voo«; Xo)' to) ] + J W(S, EV(Xh(cr/\s, xo)' cr/\s) \s
to
which implies desired inequality (4.2.4) by using Theorem 3.1 of Lak mikantham [11.
The proof is complete.
Theorem 4.2.2. Assume (A2) holds. Then for any Xo E R", ~ 0 and finite
stopping time ~ with to ~ ~ a.s., we have
EV(X(~/\t, xo)' ~/\t) s f-1[ r( t, ta, E f( vrx«; xo)' ta) ) ) (4.2.6)
for all t ~ to.
Proof. Define stopping times
m t
Tk = inf] t~ to: IL J (f 0 V)x(X(s, xo)' s) Fi(X(xo»(s) dN: ,) 1 ~ k ]
i= 1 to
for k = 1,2, ... . By Ito's formula we have
f l V(X(~/\t/\ Tk' xo)' ~/\t/\Tk)] = f [vrx«; xo)' to) 1 ..
1/\t/\\
+ J { (foV)t(X(S, Xo)' s) + t(foV)(X(s, Xo)' s) } d
to
m l;!\t/\ lie
+ L J (f 0 V)x(X(s, Xo), s) Fi(X(Xo»(S) dMi(S)
i=l
to
(4.2.7)
for all Xo ERn, 0 ~ 10 ~ t < 00 and k = 1, 2, .... If we let to = ( we can use
assumption (A2) to deduce from (4.2.7) that
E f [V(X(~/\t/\ Tk' xo), C/\t!\ Tk) 1
t
s f [V(Xo' 0)] + E J K(s) ds
o
which implies
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E f [V(X(~/\t, xo)' ~/\t) 1 < 00
immediately. Particularly,
E f [vrx«; xo)' to)] < 00
Therefore, it follows from (4.2.7) that
E f [V(X(~/\t/\ Tk- xo), ~/\t/\Tk) 1
V\t!\\
s E f [vtx«; Xo)' to) 1 + E J W(s, vexes, Xo), sj) } ds
to
Letting k-+ 00 and then using Fubini's theorem and Jensen's inequality we can get
f (EV(X(~/\t, xo), ~/\t) 1
t
s E f (V(X(!o,Xo), to)] + S W(s, EV(X(~/\s, Xo)' ~/\s)) } ds
to
which implies desired result (4.2.6). We complete the proof.
There are many applications of the comparison theorems. For instance, we can
employ Theorem 4.2.2 to study the stochastic boundedness ( cf. Section 3.4 ). In
fact, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2.3. Assume
(1) (A2) holds;
(2) lim V(x, t) = 00 uniformly in t ~ 0;Ixhoo
(3) for any 0> 0 there exists a positive number B(o) such that
ret, 0, ro) < B, t ~ 0
provided 0 s ra s O.
Then the solutions of Eq.(4.2.1) are stochastically bounded.
Proof. Let 0 > 0 and E> 0 be arbitrary. It follows from assumption (3) there exists
a positive number B t (0) such that for xa E SS,
f-t[ r(t, 0, f(xa») < Bt, t ~ 0 (4.2.8)
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By condition (2) there also exists a positive number B2(e, S) such that
BI
Vex, t) ~ e' (x, t) E (Rn-SB2) x Itt (4.:
For any Xo E So' we now define stopping time
~ = inf'{ t ~ 0: Xu, xo) f/. SB2}
By Theorem 4.2.2 and inequalities (4.2.8) and (4.2.9) we have
BI ~ E V(X(~/\t, xo)' ~/\t)
B~ E{V(X(~, xo), ~) 1l{~s t} } ~ -f P{ ~s t }
for all t ~ 0, which implies
Namely
The proof is complete.
Similarly, we can use Theorem 4.2.1 to prove the following theorem about
stochastic stability (cf. Section 3.3.)
Theorem 4.2.4. Assume
(1) (Al) holds;
(2) F(O) = Fi(O) = 0 (1£911), f(O) = 0, W(t,O) = 0 for all t ~ 0;
(3) j.l(lxl) ~ Vex, t) for all (x, t) E ShxRt. where j.l : R, -+ R, such j.l(a) :
for ex. > 0;
(4) for any p > 0 there exists a positive number S(p) such that
ret. O. ro) < P. t;?: 0
provided 0 s ro < S.
Then the zero solution of Eq.( 4.2.1) is stochastic stable.
4.3. COMPARISON THEOREMS BElWEEN lWO SIES
Several authors like Anderson [11. Ikeda and Watanabe [ 11and Skorokhod [ 11 f
comparison theorems for the solutions of two Ito's stochastic differential equations.
common features of these theorems is that the diffusion coefficients of the
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equations are the same. O'Brien [ 1 ] gave a new comparison theorem for solutions of
two Ito's equations with different diffusion terms which was then generalized by
Gal'cuk and Davis [ 1]. However, both of O'Brien [ 1 ] and Gal'cuk and Davis [ 1 ]
dealt with the homogeneous stochastic differential equation. Our purpose in this
section is to give several comparison theorems for the solutions of more general SIES.
Let M be a continuous semimartingale with initial condition M(O) = O. For the
convenience, we write (MC, MC>(t) = (Mc>t . Let Y denote the family of all
progressive processes 'I' such that
t
f I 'V(s) I d(Mc>s < 00 a.s. for all t ~ 0
o
Denote by <t> the family of all progressive processes <p such that
tJ (<pes))2 d(Mc>s < 00 a.s. for all t ~ 0
o
We also denote by C2,1 (Rx~, R) the family of all functions Vex, t) : RxR ... R with
continuous partial derivatives Vx' Vxx and V t, and, particularly, V x 1= O.
Theorem 4.3.1. Suppose there exist
(1) Vi (i= 1,2) E C2.l(Rx~, R) with either V! > 0 or V; > 0 such that for given
xl, x2 E R
vi«, t) - Vl(xl, 0) ~ V2(x, t) - V2(x2,0), (x, t) E RxR+
(2) 'Vi (i = 1,2) E '¥ such that
(4.3.1)
t
J 'V1(s) d<Mc>s ~
o
(3) <p E <1>.
Ifwe denote by Xi (i= 1, 2) the solution of the equation
a.s. t~O (4.3.2)
t
Xct) = xi + f --:---:-_1 II\(S) dM(s) _
i i C ~o Vx(X (s), <M >8)
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It 1 { .i i C 'Vl(S)
o YX<X(s), <M >s)
(4.3.3)
then
Xl(t) s X2(t) a.s. for all t ~ 0 (4.3.4)
Proof. Applying Ito's formula to yi(Xi(t), (Mc>t) we get
t 1
yi(Xi(t), (Mc)t) - yi(xi,O) = I <pes)d~t(s) - I 'Vi(s) d(MC)s
o 0
(4.3.5)
which, together with (4.3.2), implies
yl(x1(t), <Mc)t) - yl(xl, 0) s y2(X2(t), <Mc>t) - y2(x2,0) a.s. (4.3.6)
for all t ~ O. In the case y~ > 0, we get from assumption (4.3.1) that
Consequently
which implies (4.3.4) immediately. Similarly, if yi > 0, we get
yl(Xl(t), <Mc>t) - yl(xl, 0) ~ y2(Xl(t), <Mc)t) - y2(x2,O) a.s.
It follows
v2(Xl(t), <Mc>t) s y2(X2(t), <Mc>l) a.s.
which also implies desired result (4.3.4). The proof is complete.
As a simple application of this theorem, we can get the following corollary due to
Gal'cuk and Davis {11.
Corollary 4.3.2. Suppose
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(1) cri (i=1, 2): R ... (0, 00) are continuously differentiable such that for given xl,
x2e R
x
J dscr1(s)
xl
xeR
(2) 'I' e 'P.
Ifwe denote by Xi (i= 1, 2) the solution of the equation
t
xxo = xi + J cri(Xi(s)) dM(s)
o
t
- J cri(Xi(s)) {'I'(S) - ~ cr~(Xi(s)) } d(Mc>s
o
Then
for all t ~ 0
This corollary follows by setting cp(t) = 1, 'I'l(t) = 'I'2(t) = 'I'(t) and
x
v'«, t) J ds= . ar(S)
Xl
in Theorem 4.3.1. Furthermore, if we let 'l'I(t) = 'l'2(t) = 0 and M be a Wiener
process in Corollary 4.3.2, we get the comparison theorem of O'Brien [ 11.
Theorem 4.3.3. Suppose V E C2.t (R)(~. R) with Vx > 0 and 'V E '¥. q> E <1>,
Xo E R. Let ~(t) and X(t) denote the solutions of the equations
t
~(t) = Xo + J 1 q>(s) dM(s)
o Vx<~(s),<~>s)
t
- [ Vx(~(S).l<MC>s){'I'(s) + V,(~(S).(Mc>s) } d(Mc)s). t ~ 0 (4.3.7)
and
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t
X(t) = Xo + J 1 <pes)dM(s)
o Vx(X(s), (Jvf>s)
(4.3.8)
respectively. Then
~(t) ~ xro a.s. for all t ~ ° (4.3.9)
if Vxx ~ 0, and
~(t) s X(t) a.s. for all t ~ ° (4.3.10)
ifVxx s O.
Proof. Using Ito's formula we deduce
t t
V(~(t), (Mc>t) - v«; 0) = J <pes)dM(s) - J 'V(s) d(Mc>s
o 0
(4.3.11)
If Vxx ~ 0, we get
t t
V(~(t), (Mc)t) - V(xo' 0) ~ J <pes)dM(s) - J 'V(s) d(Mc)s
o 0
~ V(X(t), (Mc>t> - V(xo,O)
i.e.
V(~(t), (Mc>t> ~ V(X(t), (Mc>,)
which implies desired result (4.3.10). Similarly, if Vu ~ 0, we can get (4.3.11),
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The proof has completed.
The following corollary follows immediately by combining Theorems 4.3.1 and 4.3.3.
Corollary 4.3.4. With the assumptions of Theorem 4.3.1 we assume furthermore
that
1 2 1 2
Vx > 0, Vx > 0, Vxx s 0, Vxx ~ °
Denote by Xi (i= 1, 2) the solution of the equation
t
Xi(t) = xi + f --:-i~i:--1_-c- <pes)dM(s) +
o vx(X (s), <M >s)
Then
for all t ~ °
We now give some examples to illustrate ourresults.
Example 4.3.5. Let Xi(t) (i = 1, 2) denote the solutions of the equations
t
xro = Xo + M(t) - J (Xi(s) + 'Vi(s) ) d<Mc>s
o
where Xo E R and 'ViE 'I' such that
tt,
00 > J 'Vl(s) exp( <Mc>s) d<Mc>s ~ J 'V2(s) exp( <Mc>s) d<Mc>s >
o 0
for all t ~O. If we define
- 00 a.s.
yl (x, t) = V2(x, t) = x et, <pet)= exp( - <Mc>s )
for x E Rand t ~ 0, it is easy to show the conditions of Theorem 4.3.1 hold so that we
have
Xl(t) s X2(t) a.s. for all t ~ 0
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Example 4.3.6. Let X1(t) and )(2(t) be the solutions of the following equations
t
X1(t) = Xo + J exp( - X1(s) ) dM(s)
o
t- J { 1 C + ~ exp( - 2 X1(s) ) } d(Mc>s
o 1+<M >s
and
t
- J 1 X2(s) d(11c>s
o 1 +<Mc>s
respectively, where Xo E R. Construct
vio, t) = (1+ t) eX, y2(x, t) = (1 + t) x
<pet) = 1+ (Mc>t,
for x E Rand t ~ O. It is easy to check
vi«, t) - yl(xo' 0) ~ y2(x, t) - y2(eXo,0)
'V1(t) = 'V2(t) = 0
Therefore, we have by Theorem 4.3.1 that
X1(t) s X2(t) a.s. for all t ~ 0
Example 4.3.7. Let Xl(t) and X2(t) be the solutions of the following equations
t C
J 1+<M >sX1(t) = xl + dM(s)o 1 -b sine X1(s))
t{ C 2 1}Xl(s) + b cos(X1(s)) ( 1+ <M >8) b cos(X «»
+ + d(MC>sI (1+<M">, ) ( 1 - b sin(XI(s)) ) 2( 1 - b sin(XI(s)) )3
and
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S
t st X2(s)
X2(t) = x2 + (1 + (Mc>s ) dM(s) + C
o 0 1+(M >s
respectively, where 0 < b < 1. We now construct
d(MC>s
x + b cos x
vi«, t) = 1+ t y2(X, t) =
x
1+t
<pet) = 1,
for x s Rand t z O. If xl =x2= n, weget
vi«, t) - yl(xl,O) - y2(x, t) + y2(x2,0)
1
= -1-b cosx - b cosn ~ 0
+t
Hence, by Theorem 4.3.1, we have
Xl(t) S X2(t) a.s. for all t ~ 0
If xl = x2 = 0, conversely, we get
vi«, t) - yl(x1,0) - y2(x, t) + y2(x2,0)
1
= -1 b cosx - b cosO S 0
+t
So it follows from Theorem 4.3.1 that
xiro ~ X2(t) a.s. for all t ~ 0
Example 4.3.8. Consider the following two equations
1
~(t) = Xo + J 1 C exp{ - ( 1+ (Mc>s ) ~(s) } dM(s)
o 1+(M >s
1
+ J 1 C ~(s) d(Mc>s
o 1+(M >s
and
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X(t)
t
= Xo + J
o
1 C exp{ - ( 1 + (Mc>s ) X(S)} !\1Cs)
1 +(M >s
t
+ J 1 C { Xes) + ~ exp[ - 2( 1+ (Mc>s ) Xes) 1
o 1 + (M >s
where Xo E R. If we let
Vex, t) = e(1+t)x, <pCt)= I, ",(t) = 0
for x E Rand t ~ 0, then Vx> 0 and Vxx> O. Therefore we have
~Ct) ~ XCt) a.s. for all t ~ O.
by Theorem 4.3.3.
Example 4.3.9. We finally consider the following two equations
t t
J J cos(Mc>s= Xo + e~(s)dM(s) - d<Mc>o 0 2 + sin(Mc>s~Ct)
and
X(t)
t t
J J { 1 COS(MC>s}= Xo + eX(s)dM(s) + 2'e2X(S) - ----- d(Mc>so 0 2 + sin(Mc>s
Let
Vex, t) = - ( 2 + sint ) e-x, ",(: = 0
for x E Rand t ~ O. We then have Vx > 0 and Vxx < O. Conseque: tly, applying
Theorem 4.3.3 we get
~(t) s X(t) a.s. for all t ~ O.
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Chapter V
Transformation Formula of Stochastic Integrals
5.1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that stochastic integrals were first introduced by Ito§ [ 11 in 1942 to
formulate the stochastic differential equation that determined Kolmogorov's diffusion
processes ( cf. Kolmogorov [ 1 ] ). It was Doob [ 1 ] who pointed out the martingale
character of stochastic integrals and suggested that a unified theory on stochastic
integrals should be established in the framework of martingale theory. His program
was accomplished by Fisk [11, Correge [11, Kunita and Watanabe [ 1 ] and Meyer
[ 2]. Obviously, the stochastic integral with respect to martingales is an extension of
classical Ito's integral with respect to Brownian motions. A natural question arises: is
it possible to transform stochastic integrals with respect to semimartingales into Ito's
integrals?
We shall establish the transformation formula. It should be pointed out that the
transformation formula is nothing but the well-known technique of random time-
change. The roots of this lie in the famous paper of Dubins and Schwartz [1],on time-
changes of martingales, and for example the technique as applied to Brownian integrals
is to be found in the celebrated monograph of McKean [1]and recent book of Karatzas
and Shreve [1]. We will apply this transformation formula to study the propenies of
SIES, for instance, the stochastic stability and boundedness. Particularly, we discuss
the Markov property of the solutions to SIES. This formula is also employed to study
the exponential stability of the solutions to the linear delay SIES. Some results in this
chapter were presented at the 17th Conference on Stochastic Processes and Their
Applications, 27 June - 1 July 1988, Rome, Italy. The results in Section 5.4
appeared in the Proceedings of the 1989 IEEE International Conference on Control and
Applications. 4-6 April 1989. Israel.
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5.2. TRANSFORMATION FORMULA
Let Mc,loe denote the family of all continuous local martingales. If:M E .Mc,loe'
denote by f..1~(M) the set of all predictable processes X such that
tf (X(s))2 d<M>s < 00 a.s. for all t ~ 0
o
where <M>s = <M, M>(s). Let Q stand for the family of all adapted left
continuous step processes with deterministic ( independent of co En) jump points.
We can easily check that Q c f..1~(M) for any M E Me,loe and that for every X E
f..1~(M) there exists a sequence of processes {Xn} E Q such that
t
Ji~f (Xn(s) - Xes) )2 d<M>s = 0 a.s. for all t ~ 0
o
Let T denote the set of all finite {g:'t}-stopping times.
Let M E Mc,loe with Mo = O. Define, for all t ~ 0,
Tt = inf{s~O: <M>s>t}, Tt- = inf{s~O: <M>s~t}
~t = g:'T t and N(t) = M(Tt)
We then have the following propositions (cf. Yan [ 1 1, pp.26, 92, 254):
(1) Tt_ = lim Ts_ = limTs = sup] s ~ 0: <M)s < t I for all t> O.stt sft
(2) Tt = limTs = limTs_ for all t ~ O.sJ.t s,i,t
(3) <M)t = inf{s:Ts>t} = inf{s:Ts_>t}
= sup{s:TsSt} = sup{s:Ts_~t} for all t z O
(4) <M>rt = <Mnt_ = t a.s. on Lro : t < <M>oo } for all t ~ 0, where
<M>oo:= lim(M)s'
s-eee
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(5) Tt is a {g:" t}-stopping time and Tt_ is a {~l}-predictable time for all t ~ O.
(6) T<M>c ~ t s T<M>t a.s. for all t ~ o.
(7) If SE lr, <M>S is a {~l}-stopping time.
(8) If S is a {~l}-stopping time, TS is a {~l}-stopping time and ~S = g:"Ts'
(9) N:= (N(t)) is a continuous local martingale relative to {~l} and <N>l = t
a.s. on { co : t < <M>oo} for all t ~ O. Particularly, (N(tA<M>S) )~O is a stopping
process of a \Viener process relative to {~l} for any S E T.
(10) There exists a sequence {Sn} of strictly positive {~l}-stopping times such
that { (co, t) : r; :/:Tt } C ~ [Sn]] (cf. Yan [ 1 ], Theorem 5.20).
These propositions will be used without any explanation afterwards. In order to prove
our transformation formula for stochastic integrals with respect to martingales, we
need to prove the following lemma first.
Lemma 5.2.1. Let M E Mc,loe with Mo = 0 and X E Q. Then for any t E If
we have
tJ X(t) dM(t) =
o
(M>'t
J X(Tt_) dN(t)
o
(5.2.1)
where the left hand side integral and right hand side integral are relative to {~l} and
{~l}respectively.
Proof. Obviously, it is enough to prove (5.2.1) for X = ~:n.( a, b). where 0 ~ a < b
< 00 and ~ is ~ a-measurable random variable. In this case, we deduce
(M>'t
J ~:n.(a, b )(Tt-) dN(t)
o
00
= J ~:n.n inf{s: r., > al. supls: r., S b 11(t) tu 0, (M>t n(t) dN(t)
o
00
= J ~1I.n(M>a, <M>b lI(t) In 0, <M>t n(t) dN(t)o ,
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00
00
= f ~l{ aS t} l11<M).tl\a, <M)tl\b net)ln 0,<M>t net)cL~(t) (5.2.2)
o
Since ~ 11.{ a S t} is both g:t-measurable and g:a-measurable, ~ 11.{ a S t} is g:tl\a-
measurable. Noticing
8<M).tl\a = g:T<M>tl\a :::l g:tl\a
we imply ~ l{ aS r l is 8<M).tl\a -measurable. Hence, it follows from (5.2.2) that
<M>'t
f ~l( a, b l(Tt_} dN(t) = ~ 11.{ a S e ) { N«M>tl\b) - NC<M>tl\a)} C5.2.3)
o
However NC<M>tl\b) = MCT<M>tl\b) and <Mn<M)tl\b = <M>tl\b' These,
together with Theorem 8.40 of Yan [1], yield
NC<M>tl\b) = MCtl\b) (5.2.4)
Similarly
N«M)tl\a) = M(t!\a)
Therefore, we have from (5.2.3) that
<M)t
J ~11.( a,b I(Tt_} dN(t) = ~ 11.{ aS 't} {M(tl\b) - M(t!\a) }
o
(5.2.5)
00
= J ~1{as t I In tl\a, 'tl\b net) dM(t)
o
1:
= f ~11.( a, b let) dM(t)
o
The lemma has been proved.
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We now can prove our transformation formula.
Theorem 5.2.2. Let M E Mc,loc with Mo = 0 and X E s. l~(M). Then for any
't E 11" we have
'tI XCt)dMCt) =
o
<M>",
I X(TtJ dN(t) =
o
<M)",
I X(Tt) dN(t)
o
(5.2.6)
where the first integral and the other two integrals are relative to {Cf l} and {~t}
respectivel y.
Proof. Let {x" } c tJ such that
t
limI ( Xn(t) - xco )2 d<M>t = 0 a.s. for all t ~ 0n-.oo
o
Hence, for any 't E lr,
(5.2.7)
'tI (Xn(t) - X(t) )2 d<M>t _!_. 0 as n ~ 00
o
This, together with Theorem 9.35 of Yan [ 8 1, yields
(5.2.8)
't tJXn(t) dM(t) _!_. JX(t) dM(t) as n ~ 00
o 0
On the other hand, we have
<M>",
J (Xn(TtJ - X(Tt_»2 d<N>t =
o
t
= J (Xn(t) - X(t) )2 d(M>t _!_. 0
o
where Lemma 3.2.1 has been used. Thus
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<M>'tJ (Xn(Tt_) - X(TtJ )2 dt
o
as n ~ 00
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<M)'t
J Xn(ft_} ciN(t)
o
<M>'t
.z, J X(TtJ ciN(t)
o
as n -+ 00 (5.2.10)
In view of Lemma 5.2.1, we also have
t <~f)'t
J Xn(t) dM(t) = J Xn(TtJ ciN(t)
o 0
which, together with (5.2.9) and (5.2.10), deduces
t
J X(t) dM(t) =
o
<M)'t
J X(Tt_) ciN(t)
o
(5.2.11)
Finally, noticing (N(t)) is continuous and that there exists a sequence of {Sn} of strictly
positive {~l}-stopping times such that { (co,t): Tt- :F r, }C ~ IT s, 11, we deduce
desired result (5.2.6) from (5.2.11) immediately. The proof is complete.
Remark 5.2.3. We know (N(t!\(M)t))~ is a stopping process of a Wiener
process relative to {~t} for any 't E 11" if M E .uc,loe with MO = O. Therefore,
Theorem 5.2.2 means the stochastic integrals with respect to M can be transformed into
classical Ito's integrals. Since the hypothesis MO= 0 is not essential ( in fact, we can
consider M - MOif necessary), we have formulated that the stochastic integrals with
respect to continuous local martingales can be transformed into classical Ito's integrals.
5.3. APPLICATIONS TO SIES
In this section we will use the transformation formula to discuss the properties of
solutions to stochastic integral equations with respect to continuous local martingales.
for example, the Markovian property and the asymptotic property.
Throughout this section, we let ME .Mc,Joe with Mo = 0 and (M)oo = 00 a.s. Let
us consider a stochastic integral equation
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t t
X(t) = Xo + J f(., s, xe» d<M)s + J g(., s, xo» dMs' t ~ 0
o 0
where Xo E Rn and f, g : nx~xRn -+ Rn satisfy the conditions for the existence and
uniqueness of the solutions discussed in Section 1.5. Thus, there exists a unique
solution to Eq.(5.3.1) which is a continuous {9=' l}-adapted process. In view of
Theorem 5.2.2 and Lemma 3.2.1, we get from (5.3.1) that
(5.3.1)
Tt Tt
X(Tl) = Xo + J f(.• s, xo» d<M)s + J g(., s, xo» dMs
o 0
t t
= Xo + J f(., Ts. X(Ts» ds + J g(., Ts. X(Ts» dNs
o 0
for all t ~ O. If we set
(5.3.2)
f(., t, x) = f(., Tt, x) and g(., t, x) = g(., Tt, x)
then (5.3.2) means that the continuous {~l}-adapted process ( X(Tt) )~O is the unique
solution of Ito's equation
t t
yet) = Xo + J 1(., s, vo» ds + J g(., s, yes»~dNs, t ~ 0
o 0
Hence we have already proved
(5.3.3)
Theorem 5.3.1. Let ( Xu) )~ be the unique solution of Eq.(5.3.1). Then
(X(Tt) )~ is the unique solution of Eq.(5.3.3). Particularly, (X(T1) )~O is a
continuous strong Markov process relative to {~t}.
We now prove another useful theorem.
Theorem 5.3.2. The solution of Eq.(S.3.1) satisfies
t~O (5.3.4)
Proof. Noticing T(M>t is a {9=' t}-stopping time and t sT(M>t a.s. for all t ~ 0, we
deduce from (5.3.1) that
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1:M>t 1:M>t
X(T<M)t) - X(t) = J f(., s, XeS»~d<M>s + J g(., s, xo» dMs
t t
. However, (M>t = <M>s if t ~ s ~ T<M>t' Therefore
1(M>tJ rr., s, Xes»~d(M>s = 0 a.s.
t
and
t
1(M>t
= E J (gC., s, XCs)))2 d<M>s = 0
t
T<:::M>t 2
E (J g(., s. xo» d11s )
from which it follows that
1:M>tJ g(., s, xe» d11s = 0 a.s.
t
Combining these we arrive at
X(T<M)~ = X(t) a.s.
which is the desired result.
By using these results, together with the well-known properties of the solutions of
Ito's equations, it is very convenient -. to discuss the properties of the solutions to
Eq.(5.3.1). We give some examples to illustrate our idea.
Example 5.3.3. Consider the one-dimensional linear stochastic system
t t
X(t) = Xo + J a Xes) d<M>s + J b Xes) d11s' t ~ 0
o 0
where Xo f: 0 and a, b are constants with b f: O. We know ( cf. Arnold [ 11) that
for the solution of Ito's equation
(5.3.5)
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t t
yet) = Xo + J a yes) ds + J b yes) dNs' t ~ 0
o 0
(S.3.6)
we have
lim yet) = 0 a.s. if a < b2/2
t-+oo
lim yet) = 00 a.s. if a ~ b2/2
t-+oo
lim yet) = -00 a.s. if a = b2/2
t-+oo
Hence, an application of Theorems S.3.1 and S.3.2 yields that for the solution of
Eq.(S.3.S) we have
lim X(t) = lim X(Tu = 0 a.s. if a < b2/2
t-+oo t-+oo
rrrn X(t) = rrrn X(T J = 00 a.s. if a ~ b2/2
1-+00 t-sco
lim Xtt) = lim X(Tt) = -00 a.s.t-+oo t-+oo
Example S.3.4. Assume a(.) and b(.) are bounded real functions defined on R+.
Consider the one-dimensional stochastic integral equation
t t
X(t) = Xo + J a«M)s) Xes) d(M)s + J b«M)s) Xes) dMs. t ~ 0 (S.3.7)
o 0
Let p > O. We know (cf. Arnold [ 1 ) that for the solution of Ito's equation
t t
Yet) = Xo + J a(s) Yes) ds + J b(s) Yes) dNs' t ~ 0o 0 (S.3.8)
we have
lim E IYet) IP = 0
t-+oo
(S.3.9)
if and only if
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t
lim J (p a(s) + p(p-I) b2(s)/2 ) ds = - 00
t~oo
o
Therefore, lim E IX(Tt) IP = 0 if and only if (5.3.10) holds.
t~oo
Example 5.3.5. We now consider the two-dimensional equation
t t
xro = Xo + J f(s, xo» d<M)s + J g(s, xo» dMs, t ~ 0
o 0
where
f'(t, x) =
(5.3.10)
(5.3.11)
Assume get, 0) = 0 and
(gl(t, x) + g2(t, x))2 ~ (xl + X2)2
( gl(t, x) - g2(t, x))2 ~ (xl - x2 )2
I gi(t, x) - gi(t, y) 1 s; cl x - y I, i = 1, 2
for all (t, x) E R;_xR2, where c is a positive constant. In order to discuss the stability
of the solution we consider the corresponding Ito's equation
t t
yet) = Xo + J rrr; yes)) ds + J g(Ts' yes)) dNs, t ~ 0
o 0
We introduce Lyapunov's function
Vex) = Ix 12
Then, for Eq.(5.3.12) we have·
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-T 2 1 2 2~ - 2 ( 1 - et) 1 x 1 + I( ( xl + x2) + (xl - x2) )
.s -I x 12, (t, x) E RrxR2
Therefore, we deduce ( cf. Arnold [ 1 1 or Friedman [ 1 1 ) that the trivial solution of
Eq.(5.3.12) is stochastically asymptotically stable. In view of Theorems 5.3.1 and
5.3.2, we obtain that the trivial solution of Eq.(5.3.11) is also stochastically
asymptotic allystable.
Example 5.3.6. We finally consider the stochastic boundedness of the solution to
the two-dimensional stochastic equation
t t
X(t) = Xo + J f(s, Xes») d<M>s + J g(s, Xes)) dMs• t ~ 0o 0 (5.3.13)
where
-<M>,
-(x2 -xl)-e
For the corresponding Ito's equation
f(t, x) = get, x) =
t t
Y(t) = Xo + J f(Ts, Y(s» ds + J g(Ts' Y(s» dNs' t ~ 0o 0 (5.3.14)
we introduce Lyapunov's function
Thus
Vt(t, x) + Vx(x) f(Tt• x) + ~ g(Tt' x)' V xx(x) g(Tt' x) = -I x 12
Hence the solutions of Eq.(5.3.14) are stochastically ultimately bounded ( cf. Li and
Mao [ 3 l),so are the solutions of Eq.(5.3.13).
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5.4. STABILITY OF LINEAR DELAY SIES
This section is devoted to the study of the exponential stability in mean square of the
solutions of the linear delay SIES. As we know, the general linear delay SIES have
thefonn
t t
X(t) = <p(to)+ fAX(S) d~(s) + f B(s) ( Xes) - X(s-t) ) d)l(s)
to to
m t m t
+ ~ f Ci(S) Xes) dMi(S) + ~ f Di(S) (X(s) - x«-o ) dMi(S), t ~ to (5.4.1)
l=lt l=lto 0
X(t) = <pet), 10- t ~ t ~ 10
If q = 0 (1~$m) and A(t) = A, Eq.(5.4.1) reduces to
t t
X(t) = <p(to)+ fAX(S) dll(s) + f B(s) ( Xes) - xc-o ) d~(s)
m t
+L f Di(S) (X(s) - xo-o ) dMi(S), t ~ 10
izl t
o
(5.4.2)
X(t) = <p(t), to - t ~ t ~ 10
which might be regarded as a stochastic perturbed system of the following equation
t
X(t) = <pete) + J A Xes) dll(s), t ~ to
to
(5.4.3)
An interesting and useful problem is: does the stability of Eq.(S.4.3) share by
Eq.(5.4.2) if t small enough? Can we find an estimate for such 't?
Although we have not yet got the answer for the general case since this problem, as we
know, is extremely difficult, we have a perfect answer for the following slightly
special linear delay SIES
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X(t)
t t
= <p(to) + JA Xes) dufs) + J B(s) ( Xes) - eAt xe-o ) duts)
to to
m t
+ L JDi(S) ( Xes) - eAt x«-o ) dMi(S), t ~ to
i=l to
(5.4.4)
X(t) = <pet), to - t ~ t ~ to
( Please notice eAt -+ I = the identity matrix as t -+ 0 ). Indeed, in this section we
prove that if the solutions of Eq.(5.4.3) are exponentially stable, then the solutions of
Eq.(5.4.4) are exponentially stable in mean square provided t is small enough. We
also give an estimate for t.
Throughout this section we let A E Rnxn, B, Di(1$.i~) : Qx[ 0,00 ) -+ Rnxn be {g:"t}-
progressive, t a positive constant and <pet) an n-dimensional {g:' J-progressive
process, here we let g:- t = g:-0 for t E [ -t, 0 l . Let M; (i = 1, 2, ... , m) be continuous
local martingales with Mi(O) = 0 a.s. and 11be a continuous adapted increasing process
with 11(0) = O. We assume
(Mi)t = l1(t), t ~ 0, i = 1,2, ... m (5.4.5)
We first prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.4.1. Assume
(1) there exists a positive number K such that
1B(t) 12 s K a.s. and 1Di(t) 12 s K a.s.
for alIt ~ 0;
(2) there exist two positive constants A. and" such that
1eAt 12 S T\ e-At, t ~ 0 (5.4.7)
(which is equivalent to assume all of the characteristic roots of A have negative real
parts);
(3) 't is so small that
i = 1, ..., m (5.4.6)
(5.4.8)
where
e '-.- K(m+l )('t+m) (5.4.9)
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(4)
to
E J 1<p(s)12dJ.l(s+t) < ex)
to-t
(5.4.10)
(5) there exist Cl > 0, 0 ~ 0 and pet) :R,-+ R+ such that
Cl t - 0 ~ J.l(HS)- J.l(s) ~ pet) a.s. for all t ~ 0 and s ~ 0 (5.4.11)
and
lim j_ log ( p(t)) := ~ < ex)
t-+oo t
(5.4.12)
Then, for the solution of Eq.(5.4.4), we have
lim j_ log E 1xco 12 ~ - Cl A + 2 ~ (5.4.13)
t-+oo t
Remark 5.4.2. (1) In a lot of cases, ~ could be very small. For instant, ~ = 0
if pet) = 13 t P, where 13 > 0 and p ~ 1.
(2) In applications, we can choose t such that
et = K (m+1) (t + m) t S; 0.567143 S; <la
where 'lo is the unique solution of the equation q eq = 1.
To prove this theorem we first prove it holds in the case Mi(1~i~) are Wiener
processes, and then we use the transformation formula to prove it also holds for the
general case. Hence, let us consider the following delay linear Ito' "s equation
t t
xrn = <P(1o) + J A Xes) ds + I B(s) ( Xes) - eAt xo-o ) ds
to to
m t
+ 2: J Di(S) ( XeS) - eAt X(S-t) ) dWi(S), t ~ to
i..l t
o
(5.4.14)
X(t) = <pet), 10- t S; t S; 10
where (W1(t)•...• Wmet)) is an m-dimensional Wiener Process. For this equation we
have the following lemma.
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Lemma 5.4.3. Let conditions (1) - (3) in Theorem 5.4.1 hold. Assume further
to
~ := f E 1<p(s)12ds < 00
to-t
(5.4.15)
Then, forthe solution of Eq.(5.4.14),
eAt E 1X(t) - eAt Xu-r) 12 S; C2' t ~ 10+ 't
where c2 is a constant. Panicularly, we have
(5.4.16)
lim ...Ltloz E 1X(t) 12 S; - At-sco .., (5.4.17)
Proof. Step 1
For to S; t S; to + 't, we have
t t
X(t) = <p(1o)+ f (A + B(s) ) Xes) ds - f Bes) eAt <pes-'t) ds
m t
+ L f Di(S) Xes) dWi(S)
i-l to
m t
-L f DieS) eAt <p(s-'t) dWi(S)
i=l to
which implies
El X(t) 12 s (2m+3) { El <p(1o) 12+ 11~ K( 't + m) }
t
+ (2m+3) [2 't (IA 12+ K) + rnK] J E IXes) 12ds
to
U sing the Gronwall inequality ( cf. [ 2 ) ), .we deduce
El X(t) 12 s (2m+3) { El <p(to) 12 + 11~ K( 't + m) }
. exp{ (2m+3) [ 2 't ( IA 12+ K) + mK ]}
(5.4.18)
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Step2
By Corollary 2.4.2, we have, for t ~ to, that
t
e-At X(t) = e-Ato <p(to) + J e-As B(s) ( Xes) - eAt xo-o ) ds
to
m t
+ L J e-As Di(S) (X(S) - eAt xo-o ) dWi(S)
i=l to
(5.4.19)
Hence, for t ~ to + t, we have
t
X(t) - eAt xo-o = J eA(t-s) B(s) ( Xes) - eA't X(S-t) ) ds
t-t
m t
+ L J eA(t-s) Di(S) Xes) - eAt xo-o ) dWi(S)
i...l t-t
(5.4.20)
Therefore
t
E 1X(t) - eAt xc-o 12 s e J e-A,(t-s) El Xes) - eA't xo-o 12 ds
t-t
where e is defined by (5.4.9). It follows that for to + kt S t S to + (k+1)t,
k= 1,2, ..., we have
to+kt
eAtEl X(t) - eAt X(t-t) 12 s e J eASE IXes) - eAt xo-o 12 ds
to+(k-1)t
t
+ e J eASE IXes) - eAt x«-o 12 ds
to+kt
(5.4.21)
Applying (5.4.18) and (5.4.15) to this and then using the Gronwall inequality, we
deduce immediately that
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eAtE 1X(t) - eAt xo-o 12 S; 2 a eA.{lo+t)( 't cl +~~) eOt : = c2 (5.4.22)
for to + 't S; t S; to + 2't. By induction, we can easily prove
eAtE 1X(t) _ eAt xo-o 12 S; c2 ( a't eat )k-l (5.4.23)
holds for to + k't S; t S; to + (k.+1)'t, k = 1, 2, ...• It means (5.4.16) holds by
assumption (5.4.8)
Step3
Combining (5.4.19), (5.4.16), (5.4.18) and (5.4.15) we arrive at
ElX(t) 12 S; (m+2) ~ e-A(t-lo)E 1<pete)12+
t
+ (m+2) ( t + m) ~ K e-At J eASEl Xes) - eAt X(s-'t) 12ds
to
- -
+ (m+2) ( t + m ) II K e-At { t c2 + 2 eA(lo+t)( 't cl + u~)}
for all t ~ to. This implies that
(5.4.24)
lim .L log E 1xro 12 S; - A.t-see t
which is the desired result (5.4.17) and we complete the proof of Lemma 5.4.3.
We now begin to prove Theorem 5.4.1.
Proof of Theorem 5.4.1. Denote by X(t, to, <p)( t ~ to ) the solution of Eq.(5.4.4).
For t ~ 0, let
x(t) = X(t+to, to, <p),
pet) = ll(t+to) - ll(to),
Then x(t) is the solution of the equation
t t
x(t) = <p(to)+ J A xes) dP(s) + JB(s) ( xes) - eAt x(s-'t) ) dP(s) +
o 0
. ~t = 9="t+to
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m t
+ L J Di(s) (xts) - eA't X(S-1:)) dmi(S) , t ~ 0
i-t 0
x(t) = <p(t+to), - 1: ~ t ~ 0
(5.4.25)
where the stochastic integrals are relative to {~t}~. Define {~l}-stopping times
Tt:= inf Ls ~ 0: ~(s) > t I, t ~ 0
In view of Theorem 5.2.2, we have
t t
x(Tt) = <p(to)+ JA x(Ts) ds + JB(Ts) (x(Ts) - eAt x(Ts-1:» ~s +
o 0
m t
+ L J Di(Ts) (x(Ts) - eAt x(Ts-1:» dmi(Ts)' t ~ 0
i:a 1 0
By Lemma 5.4.3 we arrive at
eA.tEl x(fv - eAt x(Tt-1:) 12 S; c3' t ~ 0
(5.4.26)
(5.4.27)
where c3 and the following ci (i = 4,5, ...) are all constants. By Theorem 2.4.1, it
follows from (5.4.25) that
t
x(t) = eA~(t)<p(to)+ J eA!~(l)-~(S))B(s) ( xes) - eAt x(s-t) ) dP(s)
o
m t
+ L J eA!~(t)-~(s))Di(S) ( xes) - eAt x(s-1:) ) dmi(S)
ial 0
(5.4.28)
An application of Theorem 5.2.2 and Lemma 3.2.1 to this yields
~t)
x(t) = eA~l) <p(to)+ J eA!~t)- sI B(Ts) ( x(Ts) - eAt x(T s-1:) ) ds +
o
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m I3(t)
+ ~ J eA[I3(t)- s 1Di(TJ (x(Ts) - eAt x(Ts-t» dmi(S)
i-t 0
(5.4.29)
Consequently
p(t)
E 1x(t) 12s c4 e-AClt+ Cs ( p(t) + 1) e-ClAtJ eASEl x(f s) - eAt x(Ts-t) 12us
o
(5.4.30)
where the assumptions and (5.4.27) have been used. It follows from (5.4.30) that
lim_!_tlog E 1x(t) 12 s - a. A. + 2 ~
t-+oo
which means (5.4.13) holds. The proof is complete.
Theorem 5.4.4. Let conditions (1), (2) and (4) in Theorem 5.4.1 hold. Assume
(3)' tis such that et eOt> 1 and
(5)' there exist ~ > 0 and 3i~0 ( i = 1, 2 ) such that
ext t - 01 s Il(HS) - ~(s) s ex2t + 32 for allt ~ 0 and s ~ 0 (5.4.31)
Then
(5.4.32)
Remark 5.4.5. In applications, we can choose 't such that
et = K (m+l) (t +m) t ~ 0.567144
Proof. We use the same notations as the proof of Theorem 5.4.1. In the same way as
the proof of (5.4.23)we can prove
eA.lE Ix(ft> - eAt x(fl-'t) ,2 ~ c7 "{Vt, t ~ 0 (5.4.33)
where 'Y =- et eOt. It is similar to the proof of (5.4.30) to prove
Elx(t)12 s s cse-A.alt + C9(t+1)e-ACllt'YCl2t/t
for all t ~ O. This implies
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l!~+ log E 1x(t) 12 s S; - (I1A + (I29 + (I210g( 9t) / t
which means (5.4.32) holds. The proof is complete.
Example 5.4.6. Let us finally give a simple example to illustrate our results.
Consider Eq.(5.4.4) with
_. [-4 -2]n = 2, m a 3, IB(t) j2 s 5, IDi (2 s5, A: 3 t
It follows from
(
-t -2t
1 2e + 3e ,
eAt = _
5 -t -2t
3e - 3e ,
-t -2t]2e -2e
3 -t 2 -2te + e
that
We assume
t - 81 ~ Jl(HS) - Jl(s) S; t + ~ for all t ~ 0 and s ~ 0
where 01 and ~ are positive constants. ITwe choose t so small that
9 t = K(m+1)(t+m) t = 20(t+3)t S 0.567143
i.e., t S; 0.00942 and assume
to
E J 1q>(s)12d~(s+t) < 00
to-t
then, by Theorem 5.4.1, we have
...
If we choose t = 0.0095, then et = 0.5718 > 0.567144. Hence, by Theorem
5.4.4, we have
~ + log E 1X(t) 12 S - 0.6476
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